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ABSTRACT
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materials developed for its implementation in in schools. These
materials comprise a manuAl thatischools are employing in developing
their own Parental Assistance Programs. The documentation covers the
extension of volunteer use in three schools in particular, for each
of which an independent section is provided. The report for each
school identifies the nature and needs of the program, the goals of
the school, the staff's participation in the project, the major
phases of the project itself, evaluation procedures, and the results
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USING VOLUNTEERS IN SCHOOLS

(Final Report)

H. G. Fledges

Niagara Centre, The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

June 1972

This report includes two main sections as follows:

(a) A description of the general model for Volunteer

Parental Involvement, accompanied by materials developed to accompany

the implementation of the model in schools. These materials appear

in the Appindix of this report and together represent a manual which

schools are employing in developing their own Parental Assistance

Programs, These materials have been disseminated to over 200 schools,

both in the Niagara Region and in several other parts of Ontario.

(b) Doimentation of the program in extending the use of

volunteers in three particular schools, for each of which an inde-

pendent section of the report is provided. The report for each school

identified the nature anti needs of the program, the goals of the

school, the staff's participation in the project, the major phases

of the project itself, evaluation procedures, and the results and

analysis of the findings, along with ways in which it is proposed

that the findings could be generalized or disseminated to other schools.

The project was Funded for the year 1971 to 1972 through the

Office of Research and Development at the Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education as a project funded by contract with the Department

(now Ministry) of Education, Province of Ontario.



(a) THE GEMFRAL MODEL

The study Of wider public involvement in formal education, ,

and in particular the study of parental volunteer assistance in schools

has been for the past three years a major activity of the Niagara Centre

of The Ontario ftstitute for Studies in Education. During 1969-70

a intensive survey of the use of volunteers was conducted in the

Nie(3ara region, the r,3sults of which era found in the monograph

Volur-tiler Helcers in Elementary Schools. This survey documented the

extent of volunteer help in 100 schools selected es a representative

sample. It was establisked that about Lo% of the schools had some level

of volunteer prccram. An even more important contribution of the survey

was th.-: tax,:nony which "as dev-loped whereby the classroom functions

of both to.:.h:r3 .end volunteers could he objectively categorized for

analylis and cw7.,nrisons.

the 1970-71 school year an extensive survey of volunteer

assistarxe wls conducted in the province, with 40 celected boards as the

study grou.). !n this sin-m.1 it was shown that 52% of the schools had

at that time COW3 form of volunteer assistance programs. In almost all

respects the data for t!.a province were comparable to those for the

Niagara Ration. For e.mple, it was fo.tnd that the average number of

volunteers per school was zpproximately nine volunteers, end that the

average weekly contribution of each volunteer was approximately one-half

day. The survey showed thrt a few boards hed no schools with volunteer

progr:ir.s and a few boards had volunteer programs in all their schools,

with the remaining boards rop.-osented throughout the range from zero

to 100%. The survey revealed large numbers of schools with twenty or

more regular volunteers.
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After examining the volunteer programs in a number of schools

and analyzing the needs in schools with respect to possible volunteer

help, an operational model was developed, the outline of which appears

in the Appendix. The model has six main phases (readiness, recruit-

ment, training, maintenance, evaluation, and extension) and it breaks

each phase down into a series of chronological steps which can be

followed in planning and implementing the volunteer program. The

model also identifiesthe person or group who should assume major re-

sponsibility for initiating or conducting that particular step or

sub-step.

During 197 -7l the operational model was implemented in three

schools having widely different characteristics. During this period

the officers connected with the project worked on a continuing and

fairly intensive basis with the principal and staffs of the three

schools concerned. Their activities included the initiation of

activities, the application of various steps in the model, and a

continuous monitoring and evaluation of the work of the volunteers and

of the effectiveness of model itself. In all three schools the

participants judged that the model was applicable and the volunteer

program that was developed was successful. In independent reports we

have documented the success of the program as determined by the state-

ments and attitudes of principal, staff, parents and students. In

one of the schools a complete evaluation project, including an'

evaluation of pupil gain was,undertaken, and it was concluded that the

total program of the school resulted in significant gains over the

three control schools that were used in the study.
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.
One of the outcomes of the implementations of the model in

the three schools was the continued expansion and extension of the

program within these schools, and the identification of a number of

special or particular needs that were identified as being appropriate

for assistance with volunteer help, assuming that the model was

modified in certain ways in keeping with the particular need. The

identification of various extensions formed the genesis of the

existing project, which deals with the development of three particular

extensions in three individual schools. The description of these

extensions occupies the major part of this report.

The second outcome of the implementation phase was the

development of various materials which the principal, teachers, and

volunteers used in one or more of the phases. As suggested above,

these materials are found in the Appendix of the present report. Two

of these, entitled Some Suggested Tasks for Volunteer Parents" and

"Some Special Ideas" enabled' the staffs of schools to speculate on

what the program of volunteer help would look like once it was imple-

mented in the school, and in addition, gave them the security of

identifying a number of particular things that volunteers would be

asked to do during the early phases of the program. It was quite

clear that in all of the schools there was a good deal of insecurity

on the part of teachers about the early assignment of the volunteers.

The availability of these two documents helped to ease this situation.

In each of the schools the nature of the recruitment instru-

ment, and the policies for recruitment caused considerable early

concern. For this reason we have prepared the sample recruitment

letter and questionnaire which are found in the Appendix. In a number

of schools which have employed some of the development materials:
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herein described the recruitment letter was used in almost its existing

form'with only minor additional specific references to the individual

schools in question.

The document entitled "Objectives, Advantages and Potential.

Outcomes of Parent Volunteer Programs" was used by the staffs to sort

out the purposes, goals, and objectives that they had in mind for

volunteer programs. The project officers found that in all the schools

in which they worked the prime objective in the minds of the teachers

seemed to be the direct additional help that they would receive in

the classroom. The idea that the possible improvement of parental

attitudes and the improvement of communication between the home and

the school might be even more significant outcomes or objectives of

the program had apparently not occurred to the teachers. Therefore,

in this document prior attention is given to questions of attitudes

and communication.

During the early phases of the dissemination of the findings

in the three schools we encountered a large number of requests for

short lists of reading materials. In order to meet.this need two

bibliographies, a general bibliography, and a selected and annotated

bibliography were prepared. These two bibliographies are found in

the Appendix.

In order to document reliably the activities of volunteers

in the schools and also to study the effects of volunteer assistance

on teachers' functions, the original taxonomy developed for the Niagara

Survey was modified to meet the dual roles of parents and teachers

as adults in the classroom. The revised taxonomy eventually was

improved to the point that a standard observation schedule incorporat-

ing the taxonomy was prepared for direct observation in the classroom.



A copy of the clessroom,inetrument in its redwood form appears is the

Appendix. The actual instrument used tn ther classroom is-exeMmamil:

to provide space for all tha entries to be made.

Accompanying the taxorcr.7 is a menu41 for observers, a copy

of which is found in the Appendix. The manual defines each of the .

featclens in the taxonomy, iLts typical wIlViats.in each furction,

lnd deoinoans the functIcA wtree a»;:$seibIe e.:erlap with ..nother

fu action mhy mc.:Air. After a short trairsino rAricA oLservers ere nble

'to use the ranual lnd in;trivent !n ciozsroc7i; with '1,proximately

Elter-chaerver reliability. Aeoenily nurApr of educators' have

.Implorael tin !,;.:trIm:rit in:c1.n.lcrc.,ts and Siiwi surpassed the 90X

' ;I t4 le. :: than an hc.ur's formal observation.

:loop plvezttors eltha i.--inheuw! in Ilres- eshIc:tie:n ap!.sar to be

raui,.ulariy p.ofiGiv4:. In loarnit.r! tc th'I 7axtrum/nt.

;1.3 SOW:: the vicl.o:e of mntnr:/!:.; wain: hi.ve been de-

scri4ed, and which Lppi-.:,r in On aprIndix, together re7rezent a

evaluMtion of a volunteer

p:rgeta Qn J1v:a.:nt.AryQt.*ir..711.

Thl; if materinli l'- n..w ner Azad not only in the

e!rc- .icha:As fr.d11- Imllem?ntod, but ire recently

by r/proximltcl. :n3 g)thor rce-_"Is The urojer:t directors hlve

worked directly with the teincipals and staffs of approximately forty

school. which have a!:na n eft: deve!opment of a vol:..mtegx program as

a prejor urojnct. :n a !rago nurser of other schaeis and school

systems, not only in t!-- N:PI311"6 Region, but threnghout Ontario,

mactir.:s have helsn Wth 2rre/s of tecLiers, principals,

and convoALA,.an4 Con eescribed ;fsrein have

boon em;:loye..: as of al m3terhir to guio: discus:.14ns and actici.
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In the dissemination phase of the general model a number of

officials of,the Department (Ministry) of Education have been involved

in minor or major ways. The three most active participants from the

Ministry have been program consultants from the Niagara, Regional office,

namely, Mr. M. McKenna, Mr. E. Pipher. and Mrs. E. Jarvis. In addition,

Mr. J. Storey from Region 3 and.Mr. N. Best from the Curriculum Section

have maintained an interest in the project. Meetings have also been

held on three occasions with personnel from the Ministry, represent-

ing mainly the Curriculum Section. At all of these meetingS, the

interest in the project has apparently been considerable; this is

interpreted as meaning that some officials in the Ministry believe that

the volunteer program has some potential for helping to resolve some

of the problems encountered in schools today.

In connection with the dissemination of the general model a

film entitied."In Loco Magistris" was prepared as a joint enterprise

of OISE and The Ontario Educational Communications Authority. This

film was selected in competition as one of the five major audio-visual

presentations in curriculum innovation at the Banff Conference in

October, 1971, and it is definitely the pre-eminent film on the subject

in Canada if not in North America. It has been widely used throughout

Canada and has also been used at conferences in several states of the

United States. A report from the OECA states that it has been one of

the largest selling productions of the Authority. The film has been

used over one hundred times during the past year with groups of

teachers, principals, etc., and has been the focus of discussion at a

number of major conferences, including the Parent Cooperative Nursery

Conference, two conferences of the Ontario Educational Research

Council, a Supervisor's Conference at OISE, the OEA Annual Meeting at



York University, and in presentations to various principals', con-

sultants', and trustees' groups. It will form the keynote topic for

one day at each of six Ministry of Education summer courses for

principals in the summer of 1972.

It should be pginted out at this time that the above account

pf the General Model serves merely as background forthe section that

follows, which pertains more particularly to the current project

under discussion. However, a documentation background is essential

to an understanding of the three particular school projects described

in the section that follows.

(b) THE CURRENT PROJECT

The funding for the current project, entitled Using

Volunteers in Schools, involved two programs, as follows:

PROGRAM A: Establishing a model for using parent volunteers

to meet a specific large-scale need in an individual schoOl. As

stated in interim reports of Septemtar 20, 1971 and January 11, 1972,

this program was extended from the one original schocl to a second

school, so that two schools could benefit from the use of the

volunteers in their attempts to meet different large scale needs. In

Fessenden Public School, Ancaster, this resource enabled the staff to

become a curriculum development team. In St. Daniel's Separate

School the program permitted the staff to integrate special education

into the regular program. The programs in these two schools are

described in detail below.

PROGRAM B: Exploring the use of volunteers to expand the

amount of a teacher's time spent in the most critical classroom

functions of planning, interacting with individual students,
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determining students' readiness, and initiating and consolidating

important new mental structures. This program, housed in Victoria

Public School, St. Catharines was conducted in kee,Ang with a rigorous

experimental design, and included systematic evaluations of pupil

gain. The program is described in detail in a following section.

PROGRAM A

Using Volunteers to Meet Major School Needs

School 1: Fessenden Public School, Ancaster

An A..roach to Staff Curriculum Development

Before the opening of the school term in September 1971, the

principal of Fessenden Public School, Ancaster, (Wentworth County

Board of Education) discussed with the author the possibilities of the

staff or part of the staff of that school becoming a curriculum

development team. Together, we explored the possibilities of the

Parental Involvement Model as a possible alternative to some of the

needs that would exist in attempting to provide the staff with

adequate time for a continuing curriculum development plan. After

exploring the question with the staff concerned and with the officials

of the board of education, it was decided that we would proceed to

explore the volunteer model as a means of providing an opportunity for

the Grade 4 to 6 teachers to become a curriculum development team in

a reasonably formal sense. The chronological development of the plan,

in keeping with the general model, is documented below:

(a) Preparation Phase

Although most of the staff members were not involved in the

initial decision to proceed with the exploration of the plan, neverthe-

less there was in the staff a feeling of wishing to be somewhat more
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deeply involved in curriculum Ovelopment. The staff appeared to be

somewhat more able and more highly motivated than is typical, but no

doubt other factors influenced their wishes to be involved in curriculum

development. It will be recalled that a number of guidelines from

the Ministry of Education, and also the Hall-Dennis Report with

reference to curriculum development, imply that curriculum should

involve the staffs of schools ps the basic unit. The staff had already

identified this as the greatest single need within their particular

school. Concepts of continuous progress and non-grading were the

subject of frequent discussions among staff members as was the

feeling that the pupils from their Grade 1 to 6 school should in some way

be better integrated with students at the neighbourhood Grade 7 and 8

school. The provision of volunteer help to free the teachers for a

period of time each week seemed to be the best alternative whereby

the teachers could get some time for curriculum planning. At a

number of meetings the author and the principal discussed with them

objectives of volunteer programs, viewed the film on the subject,

discussed the programs in other schools and in other ways assisted the

staff with decisions about initiating their own volunteer programs.

Recruitment was delayed until after the decision to proceed with the

plan and a general agreement on the objectives of the program were

attained. It was decided by the staff that the main objectives would

be the provision of one or two hours' planning time weekly on a regular

basis, with an attempt to ensure that there would be no loss in

pupil achievement within the school. In order to achieve these

objectives the staff decided to recruit a regular corps of volunteers

who would serve basically as classroom supervisors for the period of

time in question each week. It was decided that two or more volunteers

would be assigned to each classroom initially to make sure that
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discipline problems, misunderstandings, etc., were kept to a minimum.

The staff made use of the dissemination materials prepared by the

Niagara Centre. No firm design for evaluation was considered to be re-

quired because the staff felt that the ongoing profiles of achievement

in the school woLld enable them to determine whether there had been

any significant gain or loss as a result of this change in their usual

program.

(b) Recruitment Phase

Instead of << typical Home and School Association, in

Fessenden School the principal holds periodic coffee sessions with

parents in mid-morning. It was decided to use these meetings as the

first means of informing the parents of the school's plan and of

conducting the initial recruitment activities. At a series of meetings

the purpose of the program, the objectives and activities of volunteer

programs, and the plans for recruitment were outlined and discussed.

The concerns and questions of parents-were also dealt with. Following

these meetings the recruitment letter in keeping with the one prepared

for the general model, was distributed along with the questionnaire

to all the homes in the district. The earlier preparation and informa-

tion to parents no doubt acco.inted for the overwhelming success of

the recruitment phase. Responses were received from well over half

the homes in the district and the number of volunteers in this initial

wave approached one hundred. Decisions were made, both by the volun-

teers themselves and by the prihr:ipal and staff as to which volunteers

would be placed on the regular corps for regular weekly service, and

which ones would be assigned either to special duties, to on-call

needs, or to a talent bureau who would meet particular needs at special

times of the year. The availability of a greater pool of volunteer
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talent than was necessary for the. curriculum planning team Created a

new aspect to the proram in thu rest of the scheol, because the other

teachers saw possibilities in their own classrooms for using volunteers,

and eventually the extent of volunteer help in the rest of the school

parallelled the more formal use ofvulunteers by the curriculum

davelcpment team. In cattiest, several very competent and dedicated

volunteers orfr)..mnd tocular ter,inio,11 or semi-technical functions In

particular parts of the se:Icel. Far excayle. in the library two

moe,ers came on a rev: ac basis, ume to build a master picture file for

the school and the other to pr.:Nide hsci..-up services he the way of

filing, eeecring, sheivin2, etc., thereby freeing the teacherIihrerian

to SArlfte ar, amc,..e.,er cf the curriculum Oevelopxent teem.

From :he cAors of reTiltr volunteers the principal, in dis-

cussiens with trn.Tbnrs, sRlected end assigned the particular

volunteers that neciee most volute; tc; the various classrooms in the

Junior wc... The tristinr?, assiceed initially sore of the tasks on the

pro?eced t. °k list. aft; gwe a certain amount of preliminary training

se :hi: to u roth,rs cJuld :..he ever the classrone very early in the

for at: eArlor;.tor7 perici or two when the teacher would be

ahsent. vi..: -. it eels t'oe currioultm development plans to

fr.itiated %lunst a cart. as thu !malt:Meg of the volunteer

program.

In most f.ase the toecivfs wished to have their volunteers

-fre:ent in t, clossrclm ;:r1-_- to the first actual reriod of service

so that essiel.r7ents, objectives, routines, etc.. could bo di:cussod.

It was et,vioac to the observer thet the volunteers ware at least as

nervous a5out taking over the c/ustromelas the teachers were about



having someone accept this responsibility. It appeared to hove been

a wise move to have allocated more then one volunteer to each of the

classrooms early in the projcs ;t.

Discussions were held with pupils (oncoming their behavior,

responsibility, etc., during the time when the teachers were to be

absent from the room. tic greatest amount of concern expressed by

both the volunteers and the teachers heel to i!o with matters of routine

and discipline. It apt eared that the volunteers would be reluctant

to discipline pupils in matters of unacceptable behaviour, and it

also seemed almost certain that some such oases would appear. Many

of the discussions between volunteers end teachers centred upon

their share of responsibility'in this respect.

Some of the teachers preferred to spend the first periods of

volunteer service in the classroom to reinforce the work of the volun-

teer. It was considered essential to the success of the plan that

there be open communicction between the teacher and the volunteers.

In general, there was reasonably suceessul dove-tailing of the

interests and competencies of volunteers with the kinds of tasks

which teachers were prepared to assign te them. In fact, in spite of

the volunteers' initial feeling that they were inadequate to the tasks

to be assigned, it vies quite surprising to see the levels of back-

ground, experience, end ability that the volunteers were able to

bring to the classroom.

(d) h:!intcrioncc Phase

Within a very fcw weeks the program settled down to a regular

pattern of volunteers serving for an hour each Wednesday morning

while the staff participated in curriculum development as a team. In

time, the period of ono hour was extended to a two-hour period and
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this became the usual practice for the rest of the year. Various pro-

cedures were used in assigning tasks to parents, instructing them in

the activities to be performed and promoting them to more difficult

and challenging responsibilities. Sometimes the training was done

. prior to the Wedresday volunteer periods, but more often it was done in

conjunction with the routines of the particular morning in question.

The greatest single problem during the maintenance phase was the

occasional failure on the part of a volunteer to appear on schedule,

thereby causing a hurried and incomplete revision or reassignment of

the work of the morning. This proved to be very annoying to the

teachers and at times they were quite vocal in their criticism of this

aspect of the program. Fortunately, the assignment of more than one

volunteer to a classroom often made it possible to deal with this

difficulty, but it was obvious from the comments of the teachers that

whenever this problem occurred it created a difficulty that the

teachers believed that they should not have to cope with at the last

minute. Very few formal training sessions were required. No doubt,

if it had been possible to provide certain routine training sessions

in the use of audio-visual equipment, in matters of routines and

discipline, in the evaluation of pupils' work, etc., some time would

have been saved and perhaps more efficient service would have been

given.

The corps of parents categorized as the "on-call" group

were used more extensively than in some other programs in which the

author has been involved. An attempt was made to involve in the

program all volunteers who had, in fact, offered their services. The

demand for volunteers on the,part of the rest of the staff, no doubt,

accounts in part for the success that the school demonstrated in
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making a aide use of a very large number of volunteers. As a result

it was not necessary to conduct formally the second wave of recruit-

ment. However, additional volunteers did enter the program during

the year and some of the original volunteers were reassigned to

different classrooms or different duties.

(e) Evaluation Phase

It will be recalled that the agreement on evaluation made

by the staff was that they be given adequate time for curriculum

development and at the same time assurance that their pupils would

not suffer as a result of the program. Thus, from the staff's point

of view the evaluation considered two basic questions: (1) What was

the picture with respect to pupil growth, and how was this affected

by the program? and, (2) Did the staff haveadequate time to make

significant progress in curriculum development?

With respect to the question of pupil growth the on-going

testing program in the school would seem to be adequate. Prior to

the beginning of the school year profiles of growth of all students

in basic skill subjects was available. At the end of the year

adequate testing was available so that the principal was able to

assure the author at the final meeting that the progress in the school

had been, at least, as great as would have been expected on the basis

of past experience and appeared to be somewhat higher. The principal

and author are reluctant to attribute the additional gains to the pro-

gram itself. A number of other factors such as changes in teacher

personnel, teacher competency, general interest of the community in

the project, a general Hawthorne effect, etc., may have accounted for

the additional gains. What the evaluation did point out is that

the objective of avoiding a negative effect on pupil-gain was achieved,
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despite the absence of teachers from the classroom for two hours a

week.

It is easier to describe than to evaluate the achievements of

the teachers as a curriculum development team. During the year the

volunteer program enabled the staff as a group to engage for approx-

imately five hundred man-hours in curriculum development. In addition,

the existence of the program in the school made it possible for two

program consultants to be identified, along with the author, with the

curriculum team to a much greater extent than could normally be

expected. The team had the'good fortune of having two highly respected

program consultants, Mr. Eldon Pipher, and Mr. Michael McKenna, of

the Region 6 Office, available to them on a regular basis as con-

sultants to the curriculum planning team. It must be pointed out that

the outside experts were not the leaders in the teams. The team

leadership came from within the school and, in fact, from the teacher

body of the school. The principal, the author, and the two visiting

consultants all participated as consultants and team members but not

as leaders. During the early stages of our activity the teachers

expressed the wish to explore a large number of areas of the curriculum,

and in this light discussed broad general objectives of the school.

In due time, however, they began to appreciate the enormity of the task

ahead of them and therefore decided they should deal initially with

an area in which they felt fairly secure and in which they thought that

there was common ground for discussion. No doubt the importance of

the subject also led them to choose mathematics as the subject to

which they would devote the greatest amount of their time. During the

curriculum development meetings discussions centred around the alternate

programs, mathematical games, behavioral objectives, the possibilities

of a continuum in mathematics development, and means whereby a
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number of objectives could be clustered so that the school could have

an ongoing and comprehensive evaluation program. The curriculum

development outlines developed by the staff included both the mater-

ials generally regarded as core mathematics material, and also

enrichment material. Considerable attention was given to bringing

greater relevance to real life situations into the mathematics pro-

gramming. One of the difficult problems that reoccurred at a number

of points was whether individual youngsters should always move

along at their own pace, or whether deliberate attempts should be

made to group the children and hold some of them back by providing

them with enrichment experiences or alternative mathematics instruc-

tion, such as geometry, logic, etc. Mr. McKenna was particularly

valuable in helping the staff assess various proposals related to

problems of this kind. He was also able to use special resources at

his disposal to introduce to the teachers new text material and

other alternatives in mathematics instruction. No doubt this

experience was equally stimulating to the program consultants involved.

Two other aspects of evaluation of the program at Fessenden

were of concern to the evaluator, namely the description of what the

volunteers actually CiJ in the classrooms and an analysis of the

attitudes of the volunteers.

At various times during the year formal observations were

made in the classrooms, using the taxonomy of classrooms functions

developed in the general model. The observations in the classrooms

in which the parents were providing basically a supervisory function,

were remarkably similar. They indicated that approximately 80% of

the time was devoted to two functions, namely, active supervision

and consolidation of content. These two functions were about equally
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divided. It can be concluded that the intentions of the teachers were

to'haVe volunteers supervise the ongoing activity of the class-

rooms, mainly with respect to supervising students' seatwork and helping

individual students when problems prose. Although there was some var-

iation from one classroom to another, the total percentage of the time

spent in these two functions on the average was fairly constant.

The typical activity of the volunteer or volunteers in any classroom

included routine active supervision of student cr2atv!-:- usually

arranged by walking about during the classroom, with short periods of

direction or assistance when needed. The other function, that of

consolidating content, was usually practised by the volunteer remaining

in one part of the room and having the pupils come as needs arose,

to get special help. The amount of time given to individual pupils

in this function ranged from a few seconds to as much as two or three

minutes. It appeared that some of the volunteers, when working alone,

had more difficulty than do teachers in maintaining the general

climate of the classroom while providing individual help at the

teacher's desk. In those classrooms where two or more volunteers

worked together, the usual practice at any point in time was for one

of them to be providing the individual consolidation described above,

while the other maintained the general routines of the classroom in

an activity that alternated between active and passive supervision.

The remaining 20% of the volunteer's time was spent in various

activities. Some of them were of a technical nature, such as pre-

paring audio-visual materials, or of a non-technical nature such as

passing out supplies, preparing work cards, etc. About 10% of the

total time was involved in a form of instruction that, in our taxonomy,

we called 'adding content to structure'. In this activity the parent
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volunteer actually performed an instructional function, but in almost

all cases it was simply adding content to an existing mental structure.

It was very unusual to find a volunteer actually introducing a new

concept to the pupils. There was considerable variety shown in the

arrangements whereby the volunteer added content to existing struc-

tures; e.g., sometimes this was done in informal discussion groups

sometimes as a class, and sometimes in well-organized work-groups in

which c small team of pupils would be working together regularly on

topics in science or social studies.

Comparison of the activities of the volunteers at Fessenden

School with the activities of volunteers in the three studies in which

the original general model had been implemented indicates that the

work of the parents in the Fessenden situation, where they are re-

placing the presence of the teacher for a period. of time rather than

helping the teacher with his activities in the classroom, is of a

much more uniform, stable and stereotyped nature. While in the other

schools one might expect the volunteers to perform almost any function

under the direction and supervision of'the teacher, it was quite clear

/Mat at Fessenden the range of functions was extremely narrow, being

represented over three - quartos of the time by activities within two

functions, conzolidatig content and active supervision. This can,

no doubt, be accounted for in part by the fact that the volunteer

working alone is probably less capable of performing a wide range of

functions than is the volunteer working closely with the teacher. A

more prchable explanation of this difference is the reluctance of

teachers to assign a wide variety of functions to volunteers in their

absence.

The most important aspect of our study ors the functions of

volunteers is that teachers are able to identify, and volunteers are
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able to perform, a group of tasks within one or two broad functions

which teachers believe are important to be performed. This observ-

ation indicates that while the volunteer does not act as a teacher,

(i.e., does not perform the highest level of professional functions),

she is able to maintain in the classroom certain functions which are

vital to the growth of children and which performed by a volunteer are

not noticeably inferior in their long range effect than as if performed

by the teacher.

The second aspect of evaluation of interest to the researcher

has to do with parental attitudes, in view of the importance of the

relationship between parental attitudes and pupil achievement, first

documented in the Plowden aeport. Two procedures were used to

gather information about parental attitudes - direct interviews and

a written questionnaire. The findings were very similar to the

results from the survey of attitudes in the schools that implemented

the general model. That is, initially parents appear to volunteer

out of a mixture of curiosity, interest in what' is happening at the

school, and the desire to have better insights concerning the pro-

gress of their-own children. Later on, these kinds of motivation

appear to shift towards feelings of satisfaction, of making an

important contribution, and in this case of enabling teachers to

perform an important function which otherwise would not be achieved

within the school. Many of the parents stated quite openly that their

contribution in the school enabled the school to do something that

other schools were not able to do, and it was also evident that they

took a certain amount of the credit' for this extra activity being

achieved. Almost all the parents stated that they enjoyed their work

and looked forward to it. Some of them commented on the greater
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recognition they have received from parents and pupils in the neigh-'

bourhood as a result of their part:cipation in the program. Quite a

number of them commented on the increased insight they have concerning

the problems and programs of the school. Many comment with awe

concerning the range of tasks carried out by the teachers. Almost all

parents indicated that they would wish to continue in the program and,

in fact, would attempt to recruit others to th,.; program. One particu-

lar feature of Fessendn School gives some additional insight about

the interests of the volunteers. The kindergarten at the school

includes children who later on will be transferred to other schools

in the town. Quite a number of the volunteers were parents of this

intinerant kindergarten group.' Almost all of them at the end of the

year inquired as to how they could participate in initiating a

volunteer program at the school to which their own youngster would

be transferred in the next year. Similarly, a number of inquiries

were made concerning the initiation of a follow-up volunteer program

at the Grades 7 and G school. Whether, as a result of this activity

or of the general interest. in volunteer programs, the first sec-

ondary school model for parental involvement was commenced during

the year at the high school in the town.

One further aspect of the evaluation relates to broad support

from both the community and the board of education. In this con-

nection, a number of public meetings were held at which the principal,

staff members and volunteers described their program, and with the

assistance of the author answered questions and concerns about the

project and its outcomes. Frequent reports were forwarded through

the principal to the officials of the board of education and these

led midway through the year to an invitation from the board to make a

formal presentation on the topic. It was decided that we would treat
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the project as an activity of the school itself rather than of the

Institute, and therefore, we decided that members of the staff and

parent volunteers should make the basic presentation to the board. The

presentation was followed by a large number of questions from the

trustees, most of which implied interest and support for the program.

As far as we have been able 'to learn there have been no serious

negative criticisms from either the community or the board concerning

the project et Fessenden School.

(f) Extension Phase

From midway through the year to the end of the project it

appeared to be assumed by all participating in it that the activity

would not cease at the end of the school year, but would continue on,

but in a revised form, into the next school year. While the staff as

a curriculum development team made important strides toward developing

a curriculum in mathematics that was more closely related to the

interests and needs of their students, it was obvious that much work

had yet to be done before the staff would complete the curriculum

development:; that they already envisaged. The staff intends to continue

its activities as a curriculum team, and no doubt, within the next

year will turn its attention not only to other subject areas, but

also to integrated approaches, organizational patterns that reflect

student abilities and interests, and plans that will make better use

of teacher resources.

Replication and Dissemination

The author contends that if we are to take seriously the

guidelines of the Ministry of Education and the views of the Provincial

Committee on Aims and Objectives concerning the role of the local
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school staff as a curriculum development team, we must make deliberate

provisions whereby the staffs of schools, and particularly of elemen-

tary schools, have opportunities for working together to develop and

implement curriculum innovations. The present project represents one

alternative approach to this problem, and in view of its apparent

success at this school, along with the fact that it creates no budget

difficulties, it can be commended as one approach to the problem. If

one attempts to account for the relatively little work done by most

school staffs in curriculum development, the most common explanation

would undoubtedly be the lack of a common and regular time for such

activities to be conducted.

Certain factors as Fessenden School probably account in part

for the success of the project there. First of all, Ancaster is a

town with strong local identity and probably an unusual degree of

involvement in community projects. This may account for the very

large response by volunteers, which incidentally exceeded by several

times the anticipation and prediction of the staff. The competent

leadership of the principal and the existing commitment of the staff

toward cooperative curriculum development would also be contributing

factors. The presence of the author and of the two program consult.

ants named above, no doubt, had a stimulating effect on the activity.

Despite the importance of some of the factors- stated in the

previous paragraph it seems reasonable to expect that a large number

of other schools, perhaps as many as 3050% of the elementary schools

in Ontario could implement this project, with certain modifications

in the light of particular conditions in various schools or communities.

The evidence to date, not only at Fessenden but in a large number

-of other schools indicates that there is a much greater pool of available
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volunteer talent than most schools have identified themselves or are

ready to use. In those communities where there may be inadequate

interest among parents, there are other groups of volunteers, including

students at community colleges, universities and teachers' colleges

who could profitably participate in the same role as the parents at

Fessenden.

The successful implementation of both a general program of

parental involvement and a more specialized extension such as the

use of a competent corps of volunteers to replace teachers for an

hour or two a week may require in most cases c measure of outside

leadership. The value of outside leadership in providing credibility,

encouragement, and political support fora school wanting to start this

kind of innovation should not be overlooked. Insecurity on the part

of a staff seems to be a far greater problem than problems of

availability or competency of volunteers or the ability of the staff

to organize its program once it has committed itself and feels secure

about doing so. In disseminating the results of a project of this

kind, then, one would recommend that program consultants and local

consultants study the model and the extension and commit themselves to

assisting staffs who wish to move in this direction. Unless this or

an alternative method of providing school teams with planning time

is implemented broadly, guidelines that promote the role of staffs as

curriculum development units will continue to be regarded as little

more than admirable intentions. One further aspect of dissemination

of this type of project will no doubt be of concern to both OISE and

the Ministry, while the personnel of the Niagara Centre and of the

Region 6 office are prepared to assume some responsibility for dis

semination of the project in one region, there is the possibility

that unless deliberite dissemination procedures are initiated pro-

vincially, the outcomes will make contributions in one region.
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School 2: St. Daniel's Separate School, Hamilton

Integrating Special Education

St. Daniel's Separate School im Hamilton (Wentworth Separate

School Board) had already developed a basic parent-volunteer program

in 1970.71. As an extension, the staff decided to explore the

possibility of adapting its successful program to the area of special

education. Many elementary schools staffs in Ontario express concern

about two current aspects of special education the identification

of greater numbers of pupils with special learning problems, and a

growing commitment to integrating existing special education

students into regular classes. The St. Daniel's adaptation was

designed to meet these two needs. Because the resulting project was

an extension of the existing program, the documentation that follows

makes little or no reference to the steps of the original implement

ation of the model.

St. Daniel's staff set five major goals in relation to their

concern for special education:

1. To integrate all special education students into the main

program of the school and to provide them with special assistance as

needed on a periodic, temporary, or sustained basis.

2. To identify all pupils with special needs. This could

range as hi4 as about Oh of the school population. The staff was

prepared to make special provision for as many as 100 of its 400

pupils on either a temporary or an ongoing basis.

3. To develop a profile of learning progress for each pupil,

making note of the strengths and weaknesses and of the general rate of

progress.



4. To involve all of the teachers in the diagnosis and the

identification of the special education needs of pupils and to

establish this as a major point of view for the school staff.

To extend the exist!n, parent volunteer proram so as to

provide the extra assistance seeder; to achieve the other goals.

RAJOR PHASES

The basic parent volunteer model was adapted to the special-

education situation through the addition of several factors which had

already been identified:'

(a) A comprehensive testing program for all pupils; for all

those identified as having learning difficulties, the provision of

a learning profile for each pupil'involved; this activity was to be

managed by the special education teacher.

At St. Daniel's, survey testing was conducted using such

tests as The Canadian Tests of Basic SI:ills and the Jorge-Thondike

Intelligence Test. These v.ere administered under the direction of the

special education teacher.

(b) The assignment of volunteers to classrooms in order that

teaches might concentrate on the testing program for the required

period.

To provide for this, Lk parent volunteers were recruited.

Twenty-five of these were selected to work on a regular basis in the

special education adaptation of the program. F;.om this group nine

were chosen to work directly under the supervision of the special

education teacher, working with those pupils requiring special remedi-

ation. These parents usually worked with an individua, pupil, or with

a small group of three or four under the direction of the teachers in the

basic school program

'1H. G. Hedges, Volunteer Parental Assistance in Elementary School, P341342



(c) A systematic ur,,anization of the prciles to provide a

detailed overview of the problems and levels of the pupils concerned.

Infor ation from the survey tests w;iich ere administered

were supplemented by further ir.formation from ether sources. Teacher

observations and the results of term tests were sources of data.

Pupils with special proems were identified, and then the special

education teacher met with the other teachers having contact with

each of the pupils identified. Each case was discussed in detail. If

necessary, the pupil was further investigated. The special education

teacher employed such tests as the WISC, the Wexler, tnc Slosson,

the Frostig, and the Burrelle. A file was set up for each pupil,

into which could be placed all of the data includinci the prescriptions

of the iearninj nee ai1d the very specific st...;,astions for follow-up

programmiiv_

(d) A flexible, but thorouqh, plan for providinj daily the

specific additional instruction required by individuals to be applied

in cooeeration with the voiunteers. Experience to date indicated

that where a well .:ntegrated learning continuum is outlined competent

volunteers can proceed with a minimum of supervision. With experience,

some volunteers will no doubt be able to assist in various aspects

of the program, thereb! freeing the teacher for additional time for

the organization and the diajnosis.

At St. Daniel es the teachers shared in the decision of how the

prescriptions were to be carried out. In some cases, a modification

of the activities in the basic school program was sufficient. In

other, the child required individual attention on a regular basis

from one of the teachers. Sometimes, indivieual or group activity was

necessary, these activities being; carried out under the direction of

a parent-volunteer, or sometimes through the direct intervention of



the special education teach r.

STAFF AMES

The program at St. DaniA's required major alteration in the

roles played by various staff members. UnJer the basic organizational

pattern of tne school, the teachers were orgari zed into two groups -

a primaryjunior team, and a junior intermediate team. Since all of

the potential special education pupils were integrated into the

regular program, the teachers each team shared the responsibility

for any special pupils in their pool of children, as well as for the

rest of tha children under their jurisdiction.

This pattern or organization Cid not relieve teachers of the

responsibility of identifying and dealing with pupils with special

problems. On the contrary, it made such action ail the more urgent.

The teachers engaged in a continuous, ongoing evaluation procedure.

They did not label pupils according to some imprecise diagnosis;

instead, from wort; records, term tests, directed and casual observation,

tney collected specific information for the referral of special

pupils to the special education teacner's attention. They shouldered

a further responsibility as well. 'The whole team met with the

special education teacher Li order to discuss each referral. Once a

decision had been reached, they all shared the responsibility for the

specialization of projrams to promote the development of each of these

pupils.

The role of the special education teacher was most dramatically

altered. She was not assigned a particular group of pupils as her

class. Instead, she acted as special education leader with each of

the two teaching teams. Employing the information provided by teachers

and collected during testing, she made the ultimate diagnosis and
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prescription for each of the pupils referred to her, taki% note of

what the teachers had to say duriny the team meetin.rs. She 9uide the

implementation of the prescribed program, as well, and in many cases

was the remediai or speeialist teacher. She acted then, a: a leader,

a catalyst, a cooperatihj specialist, and a teacher.

PAaENT VOLLMTEEAS

It was the use of parents in the schools which made the

special projramminj possible. Approximately half of the parents were

used to facilitate the special education adaptation of the basic

program. Only a fraction of these, however, assisted directly with

the instruction of the special pupils. The rest, workin as volunteers

under the direction of the teachers, provided the teacher with re-

leased time for ;Tannin;, for the identification, diagnosis and

testin of pupils, and frar interviews with other teachers and with

parents. They wor:ied mainly ih the regular program Troup situations.

The fraction who worked directly with the special education

teacher, after observing the teacher in action with a pupil, provided

the follow-up reinforcement for the activity be kjuidini, the child

throwjh drill or activity situations. The parents worked with indiv

idual pupils or with small groups of three or four under the specific

instructions provided by the special education teacher. The parent's

role here was almost entirely instructional. Most of the parent's

activity was categorized as consoiidating new learhing or as

consolidating new content. For example, the volunteer would drill

words or phrases with a pupil or listen to a problem reader as he

struggled through a passaje, noting the common errors. She also

worked with number-fact dr:11s, or with other similar repetitive but

nevertheless instructional situations.
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A persistent staff comment was that, following the introduction

of parent-volunteers into the school, parents appeared to feel very

free to make suggestions to teachers concerning the needs of their own

children. In addition, some parents were invited to provide valuable

information during the group diagnosis sessions when their particular

child was being discussed. Some volunteers continued to work at the

prescribed program with their own children at home as well.

EVALUATION

The preliminary evaluation of the program at St. Daniel's is

based on demonstrated pupil progress, teacher observation of pupils

and parents in action, and perceptions of parents and of pupils. There

is no doubt that the St. Daniel's staff achieved its major aim of

integrating the special education program into the mainstream of

school activities. A questionnaire distributed to parents posed the

question as to whether or not St. Daniel's had a special education

program for its pupils. Parents insisted that there was no such

program. The special education activities, therefore, had been so

well integrated into the program that they were not visible as a

separate aspect of the school functions. The special education teacher

was seen by parents as the special helper to specific pupils for

particular reasons.

In addition, pupils did not appear to feel stigmatized when

they were selected for special help. In fact, teachers observed that

the pupils were most anxious to take part in the special sessions,

either as individuals or in a group.. There are several reasons that

this should be so.

Children of all ranges of ability were included in some of these

activities, including very bright, high-achieving pupils, bright under-
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achievers, averegt; pupils with particular disabilities, as well as

pupils with major disabilities. With so many pupils involved, it wee

difficult to single out individuals for stigmatisation. eased on the

'perceptions of parents, pupils, end teacher', therefore, it can be

conludod that the preliminary evaluation was positive.

Tha fact that a great any pupils worn associated with the

rpeclai rrogrem for rel3t!vely short periods of tin::, end then re-

turned to their regular groups with .either a reducticn or an elimina-

tion of the 0.ifficultims that led to their identification as learners

"1th special needs is itrelf evi dence that the academic needs of

special stunts were met, with the additional bennfit of avoiding

the estrreirm thrt sematWns eccovenies the child who is segregated

for speciel

k:other artr.t of oval..Ation rans:rn7 the =del itself. The

...d,2ed to /.1u1 sencral rar!al, all -orsidared essential for

an integratod special educaticn pre7r7.4 ware capable of being kepis-

cznte:', ond therefore mnrit general eenrideretlon as

Sa30iS to now epproLtil to lecrning problems, eon-

sidared to be !attar attunod to psychllcgical enJ (notional

roads of yew:v....ors, ositIedn rtresve.d in LivItaa4eldatlimo.

It is avloes ghat t,. imotemmiiirlon of them four factors

required edditiceal personnel.. 'Aather the volunteer program is

either th% only maans of obtaining this help during a period of budget

constraints, cr whether it is more suitable then the use of additional

teachers or earlprofesrionals, are problem not resolved in this

study. We suggest that on; attempt to analyze thoso questions should

consider not only ppil gain end the belt deplownt of teacher

talents, but afro th-, impact cf such service oa the understanding,
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insights, and attitudes of the volunteer parents themselves.

IMPLICATIONS, REPLICATION AND DISSEMINATION

There are several directions which programs of this type might

take in the future. In addition to the possibility of adapting this

general approach to other schools and to all pupils whether they are

. severely disabled academically or whether they are normal pupils

with minor problems, this sae general procedure can be adapted in

several other ways. For example, there is a suggestion from the school

staff that the role of the home might be increased. Once the school

has diagnosed a particular need for a pupil, through discussion and

guidance provided by the school, parents might be encouraged to handle

the bulk of the remedial programming with particular assistance as

needed from the special education teacher. Other suggestions are to

make use of high school students to work with younger pupils, a pro-

cedure which would appear beneficial to both groups involved, and

also to make use of the many retired pecpla living in every school

community. Once again, the benefits wo.ild appear to fall in both

places: the children would benefit from the increased individual

attention, and the elderly would certainly benefit from once again

being recognized as worthwhile contributors to the community.

While one is tempted to suggest tiat the St. Daniel's experience

could be replicated in almost any schol, some caution must be exer-

cised in making such a generalization. Certain underlying conditions

at the school account in part for it.; success. For example, the

highly successful volunteer program at already existed enabled

the staff to divert more than a usual amount of attention toward the

special education extension. The .:ompetent leadership of both the

principal and the special education teacher are not likely to occur
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together in many schools. The identification of the extension as a

significant project, and the involvement of the project director

himself, no doubt created a measure of Hawthorne effect that would

not be replicated unless local consultants, program consultants and

other outside leaders were identified with and committed to attempts

to relicate this extension in other schools.

The dissemination of the outcomes of this project involve

three significant changes in a school -- a different approach to

special education, a i sic \olunteer program, and the introduction

of the four factors listed above. Such a set of changes is likely

to be slow to develop entirely within a school, and is not likely to

occur merely from the dissemination of documentation. If the successes

of such a project are to be replicated, the presence of external

leadership in the person of a local consultant, program consultant

or special education leader will be required. In short, a major

innovation of this kind cannot be disseminated without direct involve-

ment of capable change agents willing to give the encouragement,

leadership and support required. The importance of meeting children's

individual needs at critical times, and the general compassion of

our society toward youngsters with special needs, justify the applica-

. tion of leadership in the directions described in this project.

In view of the availability, interest and competency of

volunteer help, not only in this school but also in the other schools

in. which comprehensive volunteer programs have been established, the

investment of external leFAership in helping staffs capitalize on this

resource to meet such needs as the integration of special education

should have high priority.
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PROGRAM B

A Radical Proposal: Transforming Primary Instruction

School: Victoria Public School, St. Catharines

A major outcome of the author's study of teachers' functions

in the three schools in which the general model for Parental Involve-

ment was implemented was that the presence of volunteers altered in

important ways teachers' time allocations to various functions. For

example, the study showed that on the average, teachers transferred

approximately 21% of their time from relatively low level functions

to what are considered to be the most critical or most professional

functions of the teacher. Also, the amount of time spent with

individual pupils when volunteer assistance was available more than

tripled. It is a natural outcome of these two findings to consider

the possible extension of this tendency toward increased professional

specialization on the part of teachers. It is in this context that

the present project, entitled A Radical Proposal, was envisaged and

planned. The proposal is regarded as being radical in view of its

potential for almost completely transforming the nature of instruction

at the primary grade level, in view of the fact that it has potential

for greatly increasing the amount of attention given to individual

pupils, of providing important educational experiences at the

particular point of readiness of ouch child, and of enabling a teacher

to shift perhaps half or more of her time from relatively low and

routine functions to the most important and critical functions of a

teacher.

The proposal was implemented in the 1971-72 school year in a

Grade 1 classroom in Victoria Public School, in a downtown area of

St. Catharines (Lincoln County =card of Education). The Grade 1
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teacher was selected by her board. She of course, became the chief

initial beneficiary of the planning and operation of the project, in

view of the fact that the major intention of the project was the alter-

ing of the teacher's functions resulting from the training and support

required to bring about the changes without creating a detrimental

situation for either the classroom at large or for individual pupils.

The basic objective of the proyram was to give the classroom teacher

the opportunity to spend almost all her time dealing with pupils on

a one-to-one basis, with her activities almost exclusively limited to

long-range planning, assessing readiness in each individual pupil,

and then initiating and consolidating new mental structures in the

child's mind. It was assumed that to carry out these functions

properly almost all of the teacher's time would be employed. intent

was then to provide for the rest of the activities of the classroom

through a plan for recruiting, training and supervising parent volun-

teers to perform almost all the other functions of the classroom.

During the fall of 1971 the early phases of the program, i.e.,

readiness, recruitment and induction were carried out, and before the

end of the fall term the project was well established in its main-

tenance phase. Evaluation commenced at the beginning of the project,

and in the latter stages of the year became the most important single

activity. It was felt that five or six important dimensions of

evaluation must be dealt with thoroughly if we were to have confidence

in the results of the project. It is for this reason that the section

on the evaluation phase represents the largest single element in the

report that follows. In order to trace the chronological development

of the project the activities are described below in the six phases

of the general model. It is appropriate to make the report in this way
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because a comprehensive parent volunteer model was not in existence in

the school at the time the project was implemented. Therefore, the

project embraced two interrelated activities, the development of the

parent volunteer model and its extension into the professional

development activity which was the basis of the present study.

Readiness Phase

When it was decided that this would become a major project of

the Niagara Centre, officials of the Lincoln County Board of Education

were asked to approve the project within one of their schools, and to

assist the author in selecting a teacher and principal who would be

willing to receive the project and who had some- interest in parental

assistance in schools. A number of situations were identified by the

officials, and a Grade 1 teacher at Victoria School was selected from

'the list.

Victoria School, a downtown school, was built sixty years ago.

The school serves a broad spectrum of homes, ranging from upper middle

class to working class. As in many downtown areas there are a number

of one-parent families in the school. The decision to house the

project in a downtown school was a deliberate one, because this

environment was one that had not as yet been used in implementing the

operational model for parental volunteer assistance.

Most of the readiness stage concerned the preparation of the

teacher for her work starting in the fall of 1971. The problem en-

countered in other schools in which the model has been implemented,

that of staff readiness for including volunteers in the.classroom, was

not a problem because the teacher was quite enthusiastic about the idea.

The school had already experienced a limited amount of parent involve-

ment.
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The greater amount of work in the readiness phase concerned the

preparation of the teacher for the reorganization of her own work. It

was decided that no major change would be made in curriculum content

and materials, but rather that the changes would relate to the balance

between the work of the teacher and the tasks to be shared with the

parent volunteers who would be recruited into the program.

The reading program in the classroom was mainly phonetic. While

this program probably failed to capitalize on learner interest, never-

theless it provided an organized continuum which would make it

relatively easy for the teacher to identify new concepts to be intro-

duced. Also, this type of continuum would simplify the task of the

teacher in identifying phases of readiness. The teacher's guide would

be expected to provide a good deal of the information about the new

concepts to be mastered. It was decided to take advantage of some

aspects of the more flexible language programs such as the language

development program, by encouraging pupils to write their own stories

and have them typed or printed for the youngsters to use as additional

high-interest reading.

The major decisions and activities of the project became centred

in four people, the teacher, the principal of the school, and a

research assistant and the author from the Niagara Centre.

Because the project represented a radical departure from

typical classroom practice the project team decided to involve the

parents in some of the decisions, and in particular, to involve them

initially in the decision to proceed with the project. Therefore,

a meeting was held to which all the parents of the pupils concerned

were invited, so that the team could present to them the objectives

and details of the proposed project. The questions and concerns of the
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parents were dealt with in discussion. The principal then offered the

parents the opportunity to request that children be transferred into

the other Grade 1 class in the event that the parent was negatively

concerned about the project. None of the parents took advantage of

this offer. The meeting showed a strong interest for the project, and

during this session a number of parents volunteered to assist. The

high level of support confirmed the fact that recruitment could be

undertaken at once.

aecruitment Phase

A number of educators familiar with Victoria School predicted

that we would be able to recruit only a handful of volunteers who would

be prepared to give regular service. This was one of the reasons

leading to the decision to recruit openly from the entire school, and

not from only the parents of the classroom concerned. The intention

was to recruit approximately 20 parents to perform on a regular

schedule, with hopefully a small number of extra parents who would be

considered the on-call corps. A recruitment letter explaining the

project and inviting participation as a regular or an on-call member

was sent to each home in the school district along with a question-

naire to be completed by the parents. An open meeting of parents

was held to discuss volunteer work. With little or no additional

prompting, twenty-five regular volunteers were recruited almost

immediately, and, about a score were recruited for the on-call corps. A

large number of additional parents indicated a willingness to serve

in some other capacity but reported that they were unable to serve

during school hours because of full-time employment during the day.

It appeared that with further recruitment efforts, an even larger

volunteer corps could have been recruited. Of the corps of volunteers,
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ten were parents of pupils in the classroom in which the study was

implemented, representing about a third of the total homes with

children in tho class.

Induction Phase

The organization of the corps of volunteers was done mainly by

the research assistant. Lists of the volunteers were made available

to both the school and the Centre and the parents were assigned to the

school in keeping with the times that they had available. In the

regular corps each was assigned one-half day per week on a regular

basis. At first, two to three parents were assigned for each half-day.

The initial training of the volunteers was done almost entirely

by the teacher. There is no doubt that this called for extra effort

on the part of the teacher in the early stages of the program, but

this extra work was compensated for later in the program by the fact

that the teacher was able to spend more time with what she regarded to

be her most important duties. The main part of the training of the

parents was the day-by-day instruction in how to carry out certain

tasks, mainly with individual children. The parents were given this

instruction as needed in keeping with their assignments. The parents

were inducted initially into such tasks as marking pupils' work,

listening to pupils read and drilling pupils in reading and mathematics.

Within a short period of time they also became involved in active

supervision, helping children write their own individual stories, a

measure of remedial instruction, the provision of individual help when

children approached them for assistance, and a certain, amount of

technical and non-technical work.

In general the work of the parent was assigned by the teacher,

and the identification of the children who were to go to the parent for
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individual help was specified by the teacher; in other words the

organization of the classroom remained in the teacher's hands. Of

course, as the year progressed the parents learned to exercise a

greater amount of initiative and responsibility with respect lx helping

individuals with their problems. In the evaluation section of this

report a further description of the activities of the volunteers is

presented.

The most useful strategy employed by the teacher in allocating

parents to various individual students, in outlining their work, and

in keeping track of students was the use of an individual pupil's

progress book. In the book the teacher daily recorded the new

learning activities of the student and wrote out the assignments that

the volunteers were to carry out. In turn, the volunteer wrote

various comments in the book such as the work completed, the quality

of the work, any problems encountered, etc. This record gave the

teacher an immediate view of the readiness of the child to move on to

the next stages of the program.

Maintenance Phase

Within a few weeks the basic organization of the program was

established and two or three parents were on hand during each half-day

to carry out the various tasks to which they were assigned.

A certain amount of absenteeism occurred throughout the year,

a problem which in the experience of the author had been almost unique

in this environment. One should bear in mind that this is a downtown

area where problems of illness, one parent families, transfers, etc., are

more pronounced than in most other areas. The absentee problem was

dealt with by both the Centre and the school. Most of the volunt-

eers gave adequate notice of their forthcoming absence, but in
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some cases this was not done. This was in part relieved by the use

of volunteers from the on-call corps. In fact, some members of the on-

call corps joined the regular corps after a few such sessions.

Another problem that occurred, particularly with the on-call

corps, was the interference factor which itself had both positive and

negative features. The growing use of volunteers in other parts of

the school, ;and particularly in the library, resulted in some competi-
i

tion for the services of some of the volunteers. While this problem

at times was a nuisance to the project, nevertheless the long-range

effect probably is beneficial since it extends the use of volunteers

into other parts of the school.

Another problem arose which caused some shift to be made in

the overall organization. Certain supervisory personnel expressed

some concern that the children were not, in their opinion, getting

enought total class experience. They felt that in our attempts to meet

individual needs there was relatively little total class experience.

Although it was not made clear what the particular benefits to learners

were in having total class experiences, the project team deemed it

advisable to make some shift in recognition of this observation,

and therefore some of the parents were transferred from afternoon

sessions to morning sessions. As a result each morning three or four

parents were at work, and usually one only was assigned in the

afternoons. The shift in program resulted in an even greater

concentration on individual work in the language program and in

mathematics. The teacher transferred into her afternoon periodS

instruction in art and music, physical education and other activities

which could be conducted on a total class basis and wherein the

attention to individual needs does not seem to be as vital, and in
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which the stages in individual development are perhaps less well

defined.

As the year progressed it was evident that the volunteers were

becoming more skillful in performing their work. However, the same

general tasks were being performed, because the teacher's allocation of

her own time to the four or rive most vital functions left the same

set of functions to be performed by others. In addition to the tasks

assigned by the teacher, the volunteers began more and more to identify

some things in which they could take the initiative, and in addition,

made a number of special or unique contributions to the classroom.

For example, on days when class parties were to be held, it was not

unusual for the parents to make special preparations at home in advance

of the party.

The involvement of the regular corps of approximately twenty-

five parents continued on a regular basis throughout the fall, winter

and spring terms. Even during the last weeks of the year there seemed

to be no significant reduction in the amount of volunteer involivement.

During the maintenance phase it was noticed that some of the

volunteers had remarkably high commitment and ability. The qualities

enabled us to involve them in adding unique curriculum content to the

experience of the Grade 1 pupils. For example, one parent, working

with small groups of pupils and following instructions, demonstrations,

and lesson outlines from officers of the Centre, taught such skills

as classification, putting objects and events in order, identifying

variables in simple experiements, using symbols to express ideas or

objects, and improving questioning skills. It was observed that some

volunteers quickly become high skilled tutors when assigned specific

tasks to perform with small groups of pupils. In particular they
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proved adept at revising questioning in reaction to pupils' difficulties,

an in inventing or discovering interesting forms of motivation and

encouragement.

EVALUATION PHASE

Because of the radical changes in the teaching role which are

inherent in the Victoria project, particular attention was placed on

the evaluation of a complete range of pertinent factors. Each of these

is discussed separately below.

1. Shift in Teacher Time

One major expected change was the reapportionment of teacher

time so that a greater percentage was spent on the higher order teaching

tasks of broad planning, specific planning, and initiating a concept,

attitude or skill. There is little disagreement about the centrality

of these functions to effective instruction. In fact, when teachers

complain about the amount of tlime which they are required to spend on

house-keeping tasks, it is the interference with higher order teacher

functions which they decry.

That a major shift in teaching operations did, in fact, occur is

readily apparent from the data in Tables 1 and 2. The reader is

invited to compare the differences in the minutes and percentages of

time spent in various functions by the teacher prior to and during the

project. These observations are the accumulated recordings of three

different observers using the same taxonomy and manual, and recorded

during ten independent observation periods. When both the direction and

the magnitude of the change in role are considered, it must be agreed

that the difference is not just gratifying but dramatic as well.

Observers in the. classroom noted that the teacher was almost continuously

involved in making decisions related to programs for particular pupils.



TABLE I: Functions Performed by Teacher in Sessions Prior to Parent Assistance,
Based on independent Observations by two Observers, and Expressed in
Minutes and Percentages of Total.
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TABLE 2: Functions Performed by Teacher in Sessions when Volunteer Assistance was
Used, Based on Ten Independent Observations by Three Observers, and
Expressed in Minutes and Percentages. of Total.
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it was the parent volunteer who performed the bulk of the other

functions, which are also important, but perhaps less specialized in

nature. This change is considered critical because of the potential

for improved instructional effectiveness which it introduces.

2. Parents' Roles

The tasks performed by parent volunteers were also tabulated

according to the Taxonomy of Teaching Functions which appears in the

Appendix. A series of observations'was made on several separate

occasions throughout the duration of the project by three independent

observers. The results were remarkably consistent. They are reported

in Table 3. Parent Volunteers spent between 70 and 80% of their time

consolidating new concepts, attitude or skill, and consolidating

content. This is a major reorientation of classroom responsibilities.

The question of whether this result has been a detriment in instruc-

tional effectiveness must, of course, be asked.

3. Parent Competencies

One major consideration must be the effectiveness with which

parents carried out their tasks in the classroom. No formal measure

was possible for this factor. However, two observers with long exper-

ience in teacher education were available to monitor parent volunteer

performance. It is the considered opinion of both of these that three

of the parents were extremely competent, the majority could be con-

sidered staisfactory, and that only two or three of the parents were

relatively inadequate. Even for this latter group, however, other

benefits to them as individuals and to their children appeared to

compensate for their questionable contribution to the operation of the

classroom.
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and expressed in iiinutes and Percentages of Totai.
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An example of the highest level of competence, referred to

earlier, is presented in the next section.

4. Innovative Curriculum Development

Because some of the parent, volunteers were so very competent,

it was possible to employ them in preliminary investigations of possible

curriculum changes. The first step in such investigations was to work

with individual pupils in assessing their reactions to certain situa-

tions. In these settings Niagara Centre personnel provided a model

which could then be replicated by the volunteers with successive

individual pupils. In these activities the parent volunteers (and one

in particular) were utilized, partly as regular aides, and partly

as 1Jra-professionals. This kind of activity could only be entrusted

to the most highly competent individuals, of course. In a number of

follow-up evaluations of pupil performance, the author found that the

pupils given innovative curriculum instruction by the volunteer were

able to apply the new learning to problems which they had not pre-

viously encountered, and also exhibited a high level of interest in

doing so. Much of this interest may be accounted by the high "game"

or "play" component in the method of the volunteer instructor.

5, Parent Attitudes

There were three sources of information concerning the attitudes

of parents toward their participation in the school program: constant

communication with parents throughout the term of the project; an

attitude survey conducted at the end of the project; and a meeting

open to all parents of the school at the end of the school year.

(a) Throughout the course of the project, Niagara Centre

personnel and school personnel maintained close contact with the parent

volunteers in order to monitor their reactions. From the beginning
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it was noted that issues were approached with frankness, including

those involving both good and bad aspects of the project, and that

this frank approach characterized all parties concerned. In general,

parent attitude was positive. It was noted that a good spirit

pervaded activities in the school. Parents commented that they felt

part of the staff, that they appreciated participation at coffee

sessions, and enjoyed working on a first-name basis with the teachers.

They enjoyed the attention they received as individuals, and mentioned

that they felt worthwhile in making their contribution to the school

program. They enjoyed working in the school on a regular basis. The

most frequent questions about the project came from volunteers whose

youngsters were in classes other than the one in the project; these

Parents expressed approval, and wondered when the activity would be

extended to their children's classrooms.

(b) Toward the end of the school year an attitude questionnaire

was distributed to the parent volunteers. Early results indicate a

highly favourable reaction, but not all subjects have responded at

this time. Since the questionnaire was anonymous, and since it came

at a time when some families were leaving on vacation, it is not

surprising that all questionnaires had not been returned at the time

cf analysis.

(c) In late June, a general...meeting of all parents of Victoria

School was held specifically to discuss and evaluate the project.

Observers were astounded to note that the question of the use of

parent volunteers was not one which the parents chose to address.

Instead, that issue was almost completely ignored by them whenever it

was raised by school or Niagara Centre personnel except for the pre-

sentation of the data on pupil gains shown in Table 11. (As a matter
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of fact, even the dramatic gains demonstrated did not appear to surprise

the parents to any great extent!) As far as the parents were concerned,

their presence in the school had been completely accepted. Their

attention at the meeting was focussed on other aspects of the school

program with which they wished to deal. It is the feeling of observers

at the meeting that the openness with which parents took part in the

discussion is in marked contrast to the behavior of most parents at

most school meetings. It well may be that this frankness was itself

an outcome of the parent involvement program.

0. Pupil Gain

Eventually, every instructional innovation must be assessed

with respect to its effect on pupil performance; this is the ultimate

criterion. To provide data relating pupil gains to the use of parent

assistance and the shift in teacher activity, the performance of the

children in the classroom served by volunteer parents was compared

with that of children in two control groups, one in the same school,

and one in another school. The pupils had been assigned to these

three classes on a non-selective basis. Table 4 lists the number of

subjects per class together with the mean chronological age and the

mean mental age for each group at the beginning and at the end of the

project. It is noteworthy that the experimental class had both a

lower initial chronological age and a lower initial mental age; so

any pre-project advantage would appear to He with the control group.

Since the evaluation was concerned with differences in pupils

over an extended period of time, a pre-test -- post-test design was

employed. Individually administered tests were used because of the

age of the pupils. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Form A) was

used to assess mental age; the Peabody Individual Achievement Test
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TABLE 4 Number of Pupils, and Mean Chronological and Mental Ages
on Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test for Each Class,

Pre-test and Post-test.

N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

C.A. M.A.C.A. .

T

M.A.

Experimental Class 22 74 7) 02 96

(Same School)
Control Class 25 75 C5 ',2

,

97

Control Class
(other school) 20 75 L'..!

I 1

I '(:,7* 95

*Variation in time of testing accounts for
variation in chronological age.
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(Form A) was used for the assessment of achievement in mathematics,

reading vocabularly recognition, reading comprehension, spelling, and

general information, as well as a total achievement score; the

California Test of Personality was selected to assess the level of

personalemotional growth. These tests were administered under con-

trolled conditions by experienced administrators from the Niagara

Centre; every care was taken to obtain objective results. There is no

reason to suspect any biases benefitting the experimental group more

than the control classes.

The achievement test results for each of the three class groups

are presented in a series of tables (Tables 5 to 11). In the graphs

(Figures 1 to 6), the two control groups are combined, so more

direct comparisons of experimental and control conditions are possible.

In both cases, the attempt was made to take into account the strong

relationship between mental age and achievement. To do so, the mean

achievement scores were reported for three sub-groups within each

class: the high mental age group, the middle mental age group, and

the low mental age group in each case.

Comparisons of the achievement scores are most instructive.

Examination of the pre-test results, (Figures 1 to 6) indicate no

consistent advantage for the experimental group on any sub-test with

the exception of reading comprehension (Figure 1;) at the beginning

of the project; and even here the difference is too small to be

taken seriously. On total achievement score (Figure 1), the advantage

clearly lies with the combined control subjects. The post-test

scores offer a completely different picture, however.

In almost every comparison, the post-test performance by the

experimental group exceeds that of the combined control subjects. One



TABLE 5 Mean Values of Peabody Individual Achievement Tests,
Total Score for Three Mental Age Groups in Each Class,
Pre-test and Post-test.
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CLASS
M.A.

GROUP W
PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. TOTAL M.A. TOTAL

Experimental Low 7 68 78 83 129

Mid 8 77 85 96 146

High 7 93 94 108 142

Control

(Same School) Low 7 66 .77 J4 102

Mid 11 82 88 91 121

High 7 109 98 120 133

Control 2
(Other School) Low 7 74 90 86 134

Mid 6 83 97 88 148

High 7 103 104 111 143



TABLE 6 Mean Values of Peabody individual Achievement Test,
Mathematics Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in
Each Class, Pre-test and Post-test.
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CLASS
M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. MATH M.A. MATH

Experimental low 7 68 17 83 27

Mid 8 77 19 96 34

High 7 93 20 108 32

Control 1

(Same School)
Low 7 66 17 84 23

Mid 11 82 21 91 25

High 7 109 23 120 29

Control 2
(Other School)

Low 7 74 20 86 27

Mid 6 83 23 88 36

High 7 103 25 111 38
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Mean Values of Peabody Individual Achievement Test, Reading
Recognition for Three Mental Age Groups in Each Class,

Pre-test and Post-test.

CLASS

M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. Recog. M.A. Recog.

Experimental Low

,

7 68 15 83 27

Mid 8 77 16 96 29

High 7 93 18 108 28

Control I Low 7 66 14 84 23

Mid 11 82 15 91 27

High

1

7 109 16 120

.

26

Control 2
(Other
School)

Low 7 74 17 86 28

Mid

7

6 83 18 88 30

High 7 103 16 III 26



TABLE 8 Mean Values of Peabody lndivieual Achievement Test,
Reading Comprehension Subscore for Thrce Mental Age

Groups in Each Class, Pre-test r.nd Pf;:;t-test.

CLASS M,A
GROW' N

PRE-TEST --17--POST--EST
_ ___ _ . . _ _ _

M.A, Ccw.] .M.A. Comp.

Experimental Low 7 0..-0 15 I 83 28

Mid 8 77 16 96 3!

High 7 93....0 17 108 29

Control 1

(Same School)

Low 7

11

7

) 6(i 14 /1,4 27
____________

Mid

High

___

r't..7 15 1

L
91 24

109 16 120 27

Control 2
(Other
School)

Low 7 7 17 8 30

Mid :'; ' 8:, 38 27

NW: 7 I 1(13 17 111 27
,
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TABLE 9 Mean Values of Peabody Individual Achievement Test,

Spelling Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in

Each Class, Pre-test and Post-test.

CLASS

M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. Spell. M.A. Spell.

Experimental Low 7 68 17 83 30

Mid 8 77 16 96 31

High 7 93 19 108 29

Control 1

(Same School) Low 7 66 17 84 21

Mid 11 82 16 91 23

High 7 109 17 120 24

Control 2
(Other School) Low 7 74 18 86 27

Mid 6 83 20 88 30

High 7 103 2 111 27



TABLE 10
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Mean Values of Peabody Individual Achievement Test,
General Information Subscore for Three Mental Age

Groups in Each Class, Pre-test and Post-test.

CLASS

M.A.

GROUP N

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

M.A. Info. M.A. Info.

Experimental Low 7 68 14 83 17

Mid 8 77 19 96 21

High 7 93 21 108 27

Control 1

(Same School) Low 7 66 15 84 15

Mid 11 82 20 91 22

High 7 109 26 120 28

Control 2
(Other School) Low 7 74 18 86 22

Mid 6 83 19 88 25

High 7 103 26 III 26
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TABLE 12

60

Mean Percentile Values of California Test of
Personality Scores for Each Class, Pre-test and
Post-test*.

CLASS
M

Adjustment

Pre , Post

Adjustment

Pre

Total

Post Pre Post

Experimental 22 40 40 0 40 50 40

Control 1

(Same School) 24 60 50 60 60 60 60

Control 2
(Other School 20 50 40 50 40 50 40

*Approximate values result from the use of the
percentile conversion scale in the test manual.
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exception to this statement is the mathematics achievement by the

above average pupils (Figure 2). Reference to Table 6 indicates that

the strong performance by pupils in the control group in the other

school accounts for this reversal of the general trend. The only

other remotely exceptional case is the reading vocabulary recognition

sub-test comparison (Figure 3), wherein differences between the

experimental and the control group are very small. Again, this

would appear to reflect a strong, showing by the control group in the

other school (Table 7).

These minor anomolies do not detract from the overall result:

the experimental group's mean achievement total pre-test score is

inferior to that of the combined controlled subjects; but the post-test

mean score for the experimental group exceeds the control group by a

wide margin. To add to the significance of this finding, this state-

ment is true for all three of the mental rge groups isolated (Figure

1). Pupils in the experimental group made two years' progress in

reading comprehension during the one year that the project was in

operation, a cratifying result under any circumstances.

For a general picture of the comparative gains the reader is

invited in particular to study Table II. It should be noted that the

class means are herein colvf..rtrd to grape equivalents. In the lower

line for each group are shown th-. average gains in grade equivalents.

In mathematics the experimental group shows a slight gain over the

control groups. The dramatic gains are shown in the three elements

of the language program, (the area, incidentally, in which the

volunteer assistance wns most concentrated). In all three elements the

experimental group moved significantly ahead. The smallest gains,

(actually less than a year in all groups) was in general information,
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FIGURE 1 Mean Values for Total Scores on Peabody Individual Achievement Test
for Three Mental Age Groups in the Experimental Class and the Comb-
ined Control Classes, Pretest and Post-test.
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FIUME 2 Mean Values for Peabody Individual Achievement Test, Mathematics
Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in the Experimental Class and
the Combined Control Classes, Pre-test and Post-test.
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FIGURE 3 Mean Values for Peabody Individual Achievement Test, Reading
Recognition for Three Mental Age Groups in the Experimental

Class and the Combined Control Classes, Pre-test and Post-
test.
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FIGURE L.
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Mean Values for Peabody Individual Achievement Test, Reading
Comprehension Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in the
Experimental Class and the Combined Control Classes, Pre-test
and Post-test.
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Mean Values for Peabody Individual Achievement Test, Spelling
Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in the Experimental Class
and the Combined Control Classes, Pre test and Post-test.
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Mean Values for Peabody Individual Achievement Test, General
Information Subscore for Three Mental Age Groups in the Exper-
imental Class and the Combined Control Classes, Pre-test and
Post-test.
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the area least likely to reflect a schooi's instructional program. In

summary, every aspect of this table shows advantages in the experimental

group over the control groups.

The results of the California Test of Personality are displayed

in Table 12. From these data, it would appear that this test lacks the

sensitivity necessary for this situation, a reflection of the general

state of the art of personality assessment.

A comparison of the gains of volunteer's children with those of

the other pupils in the same experimental class showed positive, but

slight gains in favor of the children of volunteers. While tempted to

attribute this advantage directly to the presence of a parent in the

classroom, the author suggests that other factors no doubt account in

part for the differences. The most obvious of these is the greater

and more effective instruction given at home. A number of the volunteers

reported on the increase in home instruction. This may well be

another important outcome of volunteer parental involvement, and may

account for gains in other studies of parental attitudes in which such

interventions may have been overlooked or ignored.

7. General School Effects

During the course of the Victoria project, the observers noted

that increasing time and attention was devoted to curriculum develop-

ment by the total staff of Victoria School. This was the result of

several factors related to the project: the general curricular thrust

of the activities in the experimental classroom; the presence of

parents with a curricular orientation in the school, increased com-

munication between school and parents, so parents could express their

own curricular concerns; the presence and support of curricular

specialists from the Niagara Centre; and planning leadership on the
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part of the school principal. By the end of the project, the school

staff had formulated a series of proposed alterations involving the

whole primary division for the succeeding year as indicated in the

section that follows. While it is likely that changes would eventually

have resulted in time in any case, the belief is inescapable that the

Victoria Project acted as a catalyst and a stimulant, accelerating

the rate of progress greatly. This fall-out benefit is highly

pleasing to the personnel of the Niagara Centre, since it exemplifies

some of the more wide-ranging effects of invest!igations in schools.

8 Teacher Reactions

In a structured questionnaire used to assess her own views of

the project, the teacher identified important benefits to herself and

her pupils. Major benefits cited were improved communication,

improved attitudes, more individual attention, more pupils' feeling

of success, new teaching insights, and more planning time. One

unexpected benefit, as stated by the teacher, was that "You get to

know the children better, particularly the average ones. In an

ordinary classroom situation we tend to group by ability. We know

the individual problems of the very slow children and the bright ones,

but the majority of the class -- the average ones -- blur together

and are often neglected or challenged too much or not enough."

(Incidentally, the graphs above show the greatest relative gains by

the middle group in this class, a finding which supports the argument

presented by the teacher.)

The teacher commented on the ability and reliability of the

volunteers. Her only negative comments were: (a) that sometimes a

teacher simply likes to be left alone with her class (suggesting the

need for some half-days without volunteers) and (b) the children
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whose parents are not involved must sometimes feel "left out" even

though they may not say so.

The teacher concluded her report by stating, "I enjoyed the

year immensely. I found it to be a very profitable and rewarding

experience."

Extension Phase

At the beginning of the project the other teachers on the staff

of Victoria School had little interest in the Parent Volunteer Program,

at least as it applied to classroms. It might even be stated that

the rest of the staff were opposed to the volunteers serving directly

in the classroom. During the year a gradual transition took place in

the staff. The presence of volunteers in the school every day and

during the cofflie sessions in the staff room, along with the obvious

impact the volunteers were having on the classroom in question,

contributed to a gradual shift on the part of the staff toward an

interest in and eventually a commitment toward volunteer assistance

in some other classrooms. During the last three months of the school

year we received numerous requests from ether staff members for direct

involvement of volunteers.

As a result of the growing interest in parental assistance in

the classroom the author discussed with the staff a number of possible

extensions for the next year. After a number of discussions centring

mainly on teachers' own feelings of security about other adults in

the classroom, a tentative decision was made to explore the possibility

of using volunteers to assist the entire primary section of the school

to individualize the program. The precise organizational pattern

through which this will be done is still in question. However, it

appears that the staff is prepared to identify the stage of development
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of every child and then group the children in keeping with readiness

rather than on the basis of age, grade, or some other more heterogeneous

factor. They also appear ready to put an ongoing evaluation plan

into operation so that each youngster will be looked at periodically

with respect to his proper placement. Naturally the new plan of

organization will call for extra teacher planning time, and it is

partly to meet this need that the parent volunteer program will be

revised. In addition, the kind of parent volunteer help given in

the project classroom during the pas,t year will be continued. Thus,

it appears that in the extension of tb:: program an entire department

of the school will apply some of the elemnnts that developed this year.

It is expected that the volunteers will perform two broad kinds of

service: (i) the consolidation of new learning while working with

individual students, and, (ii) supervision of classes to enable

teachers to have more planning time.

It is expected that tin extension phase at Victoria School will

become itself a major study of the Niagara Centre. This will enable

us to monitor the transfer of the program from the one classroom to

a division of the school. It is probable that at least one program

consultant from the Regional Office as well as a consultant from the

County Office will be identified with the school next year. These two

persons will be able, not only to assist the staff in the organization

of their plans, but also to disseminate any worthwhile results coming

out of it.

Implications, ;leplication and Dissemination

The evaluation of this project was carefully conducted and

fairly comprehensive. It started at the beginning of the project, was

maintained through careful documehtation, and was the major activity
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of the Centre in the final stages of the study. In addition, the

pupil gain was compared with that of two control groups.

The care with which the evaluation was conducted, coupled with

the very large gains shown in the results, dictates that serious

attention be given to this study. It should be noted that three

additional characteristics of thr evaluation support this contention.

(i) The results were fairly consistent, with no major anomalies noted.

(ii) The evaluation included both subjective and objective measures,

including observations in keeping with a well established taxonomy

and the use of well established tests. (iii) The greatest gains were

in those areas in which the greatest amount of parental involvement

occurred, and the least gains were in those areas in which the school

and particularly the parental involvement program would be expected

to have the least impact.

The study showed then that with the use of parent volunteers, a

. radical change can take place in primary classrooms. These changes

involve not only dramatic gains in pupil performance, but also the

transfer in teacher's time allocations documented in the study. While

the study shows that these kinds of changes can take place, a research

study is incapable of indicating whether such changes should take

place. Therefore, in assessing the implications of this study the

educator must 'determine whether this is the direction in which we wish

to go, that is, whether we should provide opportunities for teachers to .

specialize more highly in the truly professional functions of a teacher,

and whether we should try to give pupils this amount of individual

help so :hat they are constantly working at or close to their

readiness level.

Because the study occupied only one year it is impossible to

state whether the kind of growth demonstrated by the pupils in this
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classroom will continue on the same curve, with or without concentrated

attention to their individual needs. It could be argued that these

youngsters have merely spurted ahead of their peers, and will continue

to perform only at higher plateau levels. The author predicts that

this will happen unless they are involved in a further plan to provide

them with individual attention. One can only speculate about the kind

of long-term growth pattern of children if the kind of concentrated

attention to their needs showo in this project could be continued.

This project was entitled A Radical Proposal. In view of the

amount of pupil-gain demonstrated, and the demonstrated shift in

teacher performance, it is difficult not to regard this as one aspect

of a blue-print for transforming the work of both pupils and teachers

at the primary level. The question of whether such radical trans-

formation should take place is not a research question but is in the

area of philosophic and political discussion.

It is not expected that all teachers will be able to, or will

be interested in, making the kind of transformation of their own roles

demonstrated in this project. At the same time, if teachers continue

to request that more of the time be allocated to the high level

professional functions, and if our society continues to promote the

idea of meeting individual interests and needs, then a project of

this kind is one alternative to meeting these conditions. The teacher

in this study entered the project with an interest in or commitment

to the use of volunteers. The large amount of support that she

received no doubt stimulated her to perform at a higher level than

would be typical of teachers without the same amount of direct

support. At the,same time the fact that the teacher was able to

transfer such large amounts of time to high level functions, and that

the volunteer corps were able to assist her in the ways indicated and
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thereby help the teacher to produce the kinds of gains shown in the

evaluation, suggests that many other teachers could no doubt also

make similar transfers.

The nature of special assistance to the teacher needs to be

analyzed in considering the replication of the study. The outside

assistance was of three general kinds. (i) The presence of the project

team no doubt gave the teacher a feeling of worth and security that

might be difficult to replicate without external leadership. At

the same time there are a great many teachers who are already both

able and secure and would be able to apply what has been learned in

this study to their own classrooms without excessive feelings of

insecurity. This implies for many other teachers the need to be given

encouragement and security to experiment without their having to

write a prior guarantee of success before commencing a project. The

fact that we were supporting the teacher, and that the objectives of

the program were clear to all concerned: appear to be advantageous, at

least to the teacher. (ii) The second kind of assistance was in

managing the pool of volunteers. In this situation it required a

reasonable amount of activity because of problems associated with a

downtown area. If an activity of this kind were considered to be

important to a school, no doubt a certain amount of attention could be

provided to maintaining the pool, either by a highly competent vol-

unteer or by the principal or secretary of the school. In another

school in which the author has been working one Of the teachers accepts

the responsibility for the maintenance of the pool. (iii) The third

kind of assistance to the teacher undoubtedly required a measure of

outside supportive leadership. It was a major undertaking for this

teacher, and no doubt, would be for most other teachers, to analyze

and put into practice the transfer of functions that is documented in
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the study. For the teacher who performs sirgle-handedly all the

functions of the classroom to be asked not only to involve other

adults in the classroom but also to hand over to them almost the

entire operation of certain functions, while retaining only a small

number of highly critical functions, may be difficult and will almost

certainly require considerable external -assistance. At the same time,

the leadership that would enable teachers to do this'is available in

this p;';.-vince. This could be an important in-service function of

program consultants and particularly the staffs of teacher education

faculties and colleges. This is not as massive an undertaking as

might be imagined, becaUse only the initial training of the teacher

in this matter may be required. Once the teacher learns how to do

long term planning, to identify stages of readiness, and to organize

the classroom differently, he or she can continue to enlarge gradually

the amount of the time given to th72se critical functions. No doubt'

strategies such as the use of the pupil progress book will be invented

by other teachers or leaders as attempts are made to reorganize

teachers' functions.

It cannot be expected that the dissemination of a written

report of this project will produce a dramatic change in most teachers

who read it. At the same time, many teachers will recognize in.the

outcomes of the project some of the objectives and needs that concern

them. Two of these are of a general concern to teachers: greater

time for professional functions, and improved pupil growth. Therefore,

a study of this kind, if widely disseminated, should invoke in many

teachers the desire to explore the possibilities of shifting time from

low-level to high-level functions. The use of volunteers in enabling

teachers to do this hasnow been well documented, not only in this
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study but in the background study of the implementation of the

general model.

For teachers to make this kind of transfer, however, requires

at least two conditions. As stated above, teachers are not likely to

make this dramatic innovative change without some feeling of support.

Those in charge of developing policy in a system or in charge of

evaluating teachers must support this kind of transfer if there is to

be any hope that teachers will perform differently. Unless evaluation

is made in keeping with the important functions of teachers and of

the actual gains made by pupils, teachers are likely to continue to

operate in keeping with inaccurate perceptions of the expectation of

the evaluator. Secondly, a measure of assistance will be required

from leaders. If program consultants and local consultants are

prepared to promote the use of volunteer assistance they may wish to

give assistance not only to implement a general model but also to

help teachers meet higher level and long-term needs in the

classroom.

The traditional methods of disseminating research findings

usually have not been very effective. If those in charge of

giving the highest level of leadership to educational innovation and

change in this province believe that the objective evaluation of this

project has important implications for even a small fraction of other

classrooms, some deliberate plan should be implemented to ensure that

the Ministry's position on this topic is known to its delivery team,

who in turn, should be encouraged to implement or modify the plan

in various parts of the province. While the Niagara Centre, in

-cooperation with local and regional consultants may be able to, provide

much of the leadership in this region for disseminating these findings
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if the Ministry believes that they are significant, it is impossible

for the team of one Centre or region to extend this service to the entire

province. The author believes that the study, while obviously limited

in scope, having been implemented in one classroom, nevertheless has

demonstrated changes dramatic enough to merit further serious study

and development.
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VOLUNTEER PARENTAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. Hedges

Niagara Centres The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

AN OPERATIONAL MODEL

The operational model for developing and implementing a
program of volunteer parental assistance in elementary schools Is
presented as a comprehensive plan which can be applied or modified
to meet the conditions and needs of any elementary school that wishes
to formulate a systematiovolunteer program. The model has been
implemented successfully in a number of schools with minor modifications.

Because any plan reflects certain objectives, the major
goals of the present model should be identified. They are the
enhancing of pupil achievement as an outcome of Improved parental
attitudes; Improved home-school communication; significant additional
help in the classroom; and the improvement of parents° "Teaching"
skills.

It will be noted that the phases, and steps and sub-steps
of the model are in chronological order. Also mentioned are proposed
materials at points where they apply. The initials S, P, T, and V
refer to the groups or persons who bear the main responsibility for
initiating and/or implementing the step, namely: Staff, i.e.,
principal and teachers (S); Principal (P); Teachers (T); and
Volunteers (V).



OUTLINE OF THE MODEL

PREPARATION PHASE

I. Analysis of readiness (P)

2. Identification of the major needs of the school (S)

3. identification of alternative solutions, including volunteer
assistance

(S)

4. Discussion of potential of volunteer program
--study information concerning existing practises (S)

--add books, manuals to professional library (S)

(see bibliography in appendix)

--visit established programs (optional) (S)

-- gather information concerning objectives (S)

(see objectives'llst in appendix)

5. Decision to proceed with plan (5)

--reach general commitment

--identify participating staff members (S)

6. Agreement on objectives of program
--set up an order of priority of major obJecties (5)

7. Identification of guidelines for long-range evaluation of

program

(S)

8. Preparation of list of initial tasks for volunteers (S)

(see initial Task lists in appendix)

RECRUITMENT PHASE

1. General information meeting with parents (optional) (S)

- -involve exis+ing parent organization (optional) (S)

2. Decisions on recruitment policies (S)

- -test policies against objectives

--decide on general types or pools of volunteer (S)

service (regular, on-call, talent bureau)

3. Preparation of recruitment letter with attached questionnaire (P)

(see sample letter and questionnaire In appendix)

4. Organization of files of volunteers in each pool (12)

5. Evaluation of recruitment procedures (P)

- -publish list of volunteers to staff

- -assess sucAss of procedure (S)

--plan, if necessary, to enlarge initial pool by alternate (P)

recruiting procedure, e.g., telephone, interview, or home visit



INDUCTION PHASE

1. Initial meeting with volunteers
--explain objectives, advantages of plan 'S)

--outline general procedures (P)

--answer major concerns of parents (S)

- -discuss policies concerning assignment, responsibility,
confidentiality, attendance procedures, etc. (P)

2. Assignment (or selection) of volunteers for each teacher (S)

or team

3. Preparation of pupils for volunteer participation

--establish role and responsibility of volunteers (T)

--clarify discipline and procedures (T)

4. Preliminary visit(s) of volunteers to assigned areas (T,V)

--discuss program, organization, supplies, etc. (T)

- -assign and discuss initial tasks (T)

--discuss mutual concerns (T,V)

5. Initial volunteer service

--superviSe volunteer tasks (T)

--set up procedures for openness-of -communication (T,V)

--assess volunteer's activities (T,V)

--repeat, alter, or add assignments (TkIL

- -provide training for tasks where necessary (S)

6.. Information to authorities and public concerning initial phase (p)

of program

MAINTENANCE PHASE

I. Subsequent regular participation by scheduled volunteers

2. Procedures for "promoting" volunteers to more demanding tasks

--assess ability and reliability of volunteer and
needs of the, classroom

- -determine and reflect interests of volunteer

- - maintain open communication

(V)

(T)

(T)

(T,V)



3. Planning of informal training sessions as required
to carry out specific roles (remedial, audio-visual, library
procedures, etc.)

4. Procedures for dealing with major difficult!es

- -maintain frank discussion of concerns and revise
tasks as required

--re-assign certain volunteers after consultation with
staff

--recruit from on-call corps to fill in for

emergency absenteeism

5. Procedures for involving "on call" pool (a) as replacements;
(b) for special periodic needs

6. Procedures for classifying resources of "talent bureau" and
making information available to staff

-plan general procedures for contact with resource
volunteers

-consider use of a volunteer for contacts

(5).

(T)

(P)

(P,T)

(P)

(P)

(5)

(5)

7. Attention to staff requests for additional regular
assistance
-conduct second "wave" of recruitment (P)

--explore possibility of volunteers as recruiters (P)

-- ;assess possible transfer from other pools to
regular pool (P)

EVALUATION PHASE

I. Development of evaluation procedures

-reaffirm priority of Objectives (S)

-analyse effectiveness of daily evaluation and
communication (S)

--identify main criticisms and weaknesses (S)

2. Meeting of principal (or staff) and volunteers
after initial implementation

- -establist, a purpose arid suitable interval after initial

meeting (P)

T- explore informally expressed attitudes and outcomes
from parents' point of view (S,V)

--discuss criticisms-, suggestions, and questions from
volunteers (S,V)



3. Assessment of outcomes of above meetings, and modification of (S)

procedures is merited

4. Formal evaluation in keeping with priority of objectives (6 - 0 months)
- assess attitudes of parents, teachers, pupils (S)

- - assess effectiveness of volunteer service on extension of help (S)

to teachers.

- - measure changes in teacher activity, i.e., time spent in various
functions (see taxonomy, observation schedule, and manual) (r)

- measure changes in amount of time spent by adults with individual (T)

pupils
- - measure changes in amount of time pupils spend in major activities,

e:g., oral reading (r)

- assess effects of program on pupil performance (S)

5. Evaluation of tne model (S)

EXTENSION PHASE

1. Revision of model in light of evaluation (P)

2. Analysis of need for special forms of coordination of program
- - assess additional administrative load (P)

- - consider relationship to existing parent groups (S)

- - consider use of one or more volunteers as coordinators (S)

- - assign specific coordination roles to staff (S)

3 Addition of subsequent groups of volunteers
- 7, assess neeu for additional help (S)

- assess use made of on-call and "talent bureau" pools (S)

- - record other major changes (S)

4. Procedures for transferring .certain learning activities to homes
(optional)

- - organize group training sessions (S)

- - prepare or provide parents' manual

- - hold problem sessions. (S)

- involve parents in evaluation of their work (S)

5. Extension of mode! to meet broader or more specific needs
- assess potential for special education, individualized

instruction, supervision to permit staff time for curriculum (S)

developMent, etc.
6. Policies and procedures.concerning visitors (teachers and others) (S)

wishing to observe the program.



7. Development of basic organizational structure needed ta maintain
program into new school year without "re-starting" the model (S)

C. Consideration of formal recognition of volunteers' service (S)

9. Preparation of year-end report to board of education, press, parents
and the community (S)

--consider value of having an oral report made to board by
a committee (principal, teacher, volunteer parent) (S)

--invite press to observe and describe program (P)

--document major aspects of program for school records, to
include samples of forms, materials, and letters used during
the introductory year (P)



VOLUNTEER PARENrS' ASSISTANCE PROJEF

HAG. HEDGES

NIAGARA CENTRE THE OrTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Some Suggested Tasks for Volunteer Parents

Note: This list is not complete. Oe would appreciate your contributions
to the list. The tasks listed are not equally applicable to all
grade levels. Many of these tasks would not be initial tasks for
the volunteer, but rather would be ones that volunteers could be
assigned as they demonstrate ability and r%lliability.

Clerical

ti

Collecting lunch and milk money

Requisitioning supplies

Kaaping attendance records

Filing reports

Writing for free materials

Maintaining pupils' cumulative records

Entering marks in record books

Averaging marks

Entering marks cn report cards

Keeping record of books pupils have read

Keeping inventory of equipment and supplies

Preparing sooting plans

Preparing library cards

Typing, duplicating stencils, etc.

Typing children's stories

Typing, duplicating class newspaper

Typing, duplicating school open letter to parents

Duplicating scripts for plays,,'etc.

Maintaining a file of representative work of each pupil

Filing resource materials for each unit

Setting up parent-teacher interviews
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ClassropmcMaintenance and Administration

Supervising seetwork

Supervising work areas

Mixing paints, etc.

Assisting with art aprons, drop cloths, etc.

Arranging instructional materials for lessons

Distributing,rcollecting, washing, storing equipment

Supervising clean-up time.

Assisting with coats, overshoes, etc.

Keeping bulletin boards neat and current

Maintaining general housekeeping of room

Assisting with blackboard care

Writing assignments on blackboard

Preparing kindergarten refreshments

Arranging interesting study areas, such as reading

area, science corner, etc.

General Non-Instructional

Assembling related supplementary books

Selecting films, filmstrips for lessons

Assembllpg, selecting pictures for.lessons

Proofreading class newspaper, etc.

Collecting test papers, projects, homework, etc.

Assembling resource collections, indexing and storing,

e.g. artifacts, minerals, leaf prints, maps, etc.

Organizing a master picture. file

Orangizing a 35 mm filmslide fi:e

Organizing filmstrips into an integrated collection,

cotalogue and card file.
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Ob ta i n i ng specific materials for science, social

studies lessons

General supervision of classroom at specific times

Supervising indoor games (breaks, rainy Ways, etc.)

Checking library books in and out

Helping pupils select library books

Making arrangements for special speakers

Supervising instructional games (e.g. math games)

Displaying pupil work in various ways

Performing routine health tasks-measuring and recording

height, weight, routine eye chart

Administeringroutine first-aid

Attending sick or injured pupil

Telephoning re sick pupil; taking child home when necessary

Accompanying injured child to doctor, home or hospital

Telephoning re absentees

Telephoning, if necessary, to verify notes re pupil

leaving early, etc.

Supervise club meetings

Assisting or supervising special pupil committees (con-

strutting, rehearsing, experimenting, etc.)

Helping pupils settle; quarrels, disputes

Helping in orgenizdtion,rehearsal, etc. of programs,

assemblies, etc.

Setting up special exhibits in 'classroom or school

Supervise individual study carrels

Mor-toring study hall

Caring for pre-school children during teacher-parent con-

ferences, etc.
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Helping supervise field trips

Assisting with special 'errands'

Supervising tests.

Audio-Visual Assistance

Ordering, rewinding, returning films etc.

Reproducing sound tapes

Setting up and removing AV equipment

Operating projectors

Organizing, instructing pupils as AV operators

Preparing overhead projectuals

Previewing films, filmstrips

Preparing brief introductions as background for viewing

Maintaining AV equipment (oiling, cleaning lens and gates,

checking lamps, cords, etc. on regular schedule, such

as once per month). Perhaps one qualified father would

do this.

See also suggestions re master picture file, 35 mm slide file,

and integrated filmstrifi' file and catalogue

Prepare catalogue of resource materials in school and

special resources (persons and materials) in the

community.

Instructional

Preparing objective tests, e.g. spelling lists, marking

tests.

Preparing pupils' profiles

Checking homework

Checking record books using teacher, al-terra

Observing, describing specific behaviours



Preparing instructional materials--flash cards for mathe-

matics and reading, cutcuts, sewing cards, alphabet

cards, drill card sets, transparencies, models, etc.

Collecting, organizing, arranging displays to be used in

lessons.

Teaching a group to play an instructional game (e.g. math

game)

Preparing special learning material to meet individual

needs or differences, e.g. special study guides,

sample programs, taping, reading or math material for

less or more advanced pupils, etc.

Teaching or re-teaching specific skills or concepts to

specinl groups

Tutoring individual pupils

Helping individuals with work missed because of absence, etc.

Reviewing content, skill of previous lessons

Repeating parts of lessons for slower learners

Assisting pupils with specific learning tasks and recording

in book or file for individual

Assisting with routine spelling, punctuation on request as

pupils write stories or compOsiti,:ms.

Listening to pupils read orally; record difficulties

Instruct pupils in proper and safe use of tools and equipment

Teach etiquette, good manners, etc. to small groups

Listen to pupils read their-own stories

Prepare special demonstrations in art, science, etc.

Provide musical accompaniment.
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Tell stories to groups or class

Assist in group discussions

Help pupils discover and select research and reference

materials

Dictate spelling, number drill work, etc.

Supervise groups in laboratory work

Write assignments, etc. on b:ackboard

Drill individuals or groups with word, phrase, phonetic

mathematics flash cards, identification cards, etc.

Prepare and present lesson or unit on an enrichment or

special interest topic.

January 28, 1972.



Volunteer Parent's Assistance Project

H. G. Hedges Niagara Centre, O.I.S.E.

Sample Recruitment Letter

Dear Parent:

The main purpose of this letter is to inform you of our

plans to (establish, expand) (a, the) parent volunteer program at

school, As a staff we have made a study of1=r11.11M11711

existin4 programs for volunteer assistance in other schools and

believe that such a plan would have many advantages in this school.

Therefore, as a staff we have decided to explore the possibilities of

a parental volunteer program in the school. We hcpe to establish

a group of regular volunteers helping in the school on a half-day

per week basis along with a :lody of general or part-time volunteers

to assist at special events and to help out when a regular volunteer

is unable to be present. We wish also to identify the special talents,

hobbies, or interests or parents that might be shared to broaden and

enrich our curriculum.

The volunteer parents in the classroom will not work solely

in housekeeping or supportive rotes, but will actually be assisting

the teacher with some of the middle-level instructional tasks, such

as story-tell;ne, :istening to pupils read, marking work, providing

drill and review experiences, and other related duties.

The responsibility for the educational program in the class-

room will remain that of the-principal and he teacher, but with

proper planning and organization the teacher will be able to spend'

more and more of his or her time on planning programs, providing

Individual opportunities for the youngsters to move along at their



pace, organizing the classroom for the most ,Aficient learning to

take place with the help of volunteers, and diagnosing pupils' learning

difficulties, so that suitable remedial instruction may be arranged

for the learner.

With the above introdhction to hr pans for volunteer

parental involvrment this yea;, I would like to invite eu to

consider whether you would be willing, as a parent, to participate

actively in our volunteer program, We hope to involve some fathers

as well as mothers.

Pasl: experience has shown thet scan pants are reluctant to

volunteer because they hciieve that a high level of skills is required

in a volunteer:. We belicv that enthusiastic volunteers should be

accepted at the ;evel of contr!bhtion that t.:ey are able to make end

then provide them with cprortunities znd training to assist in the

school and to improve thoir cr:n skills in vario!is areas. The assist-

ance of parent velunters in other schools in .;:h1 o7.svince has led

to improved uneerstanding of scheol grogram:,, a sharing of information

about the learners, bctter attention -o the needs c! individual pupils,

valuable assis-.ance in meecin3 sore of -he ot,jectives of the school

program, and a ber7zr genQral levs: of comminication between the

school and the community that it serves.
j -

Parent volunteers in other schools tell us that therlike

the opportunity to share in the school program, to watch the progress

of individual pupils and to feel the satisfaction that cows from

helping youngsters learn.

We hope that you will give serious consideration to serving

as a volunteer in our school. One or more meetings with the volunteers



3.

.will be held before parents are assigned to teachers or classroomi.

Would you kindly complete and return the attached questionnaire by

Sincerely,

Principal.



PARERT 721.*TEMS
la.111111 vt"Nriit

1. Nouid you be williog to serve as a volunteer In

school on a reguicr or pert-tiw has? r?

Yer, ro

2. Rec.lrr

(1) 1:evict e ra.nr7Trni to volunteer on a re,idar basis for

er,;proximntely eny ref-

(h) VT:11; Le cmui:oble as a regular volunteer?

csof.cc

Al; :e !Ate,:

., vie...
ibar - V.1P Taro- =1,11.%

%ANN. . gr. .* moIMINIrolermIII.M1.0.11.

trIents or training that yott believe

fra4.!,!(. :;!7 to r::11(.1. best 11..7. your'...olunteer essistcnce, Example,

grc.:p tyrlAw r.vric or art ..:biltty; dramatic or

liDr?i.:..n or teocl:e, etc.

. ,Par t-c,-r .

If yv.,. or,-; uor cb:s at-F.'s ?. on a r:riar basis, would you be willing

-co serve "on cell" %Iran ere free to help, provided that advance

notice is Oven?

Voz No

Conments



NOTE: 1. You may volunteer as both a regular and

part-time volunteer If time is available.

2. A meeting with vclunteers will be arranged

as soon as the lists are complete.

4. Other comments. or otker contributions you would volunteer.

5. Questions or concerns that you would like us to consider.

I

Naive: Address:

Phone No:

Children at Lfteofsa2mol

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

I rade

2\
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, VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. Hedges

NIAGARA CENTRE, THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

01.1E61-IVES, ADVANTAGES, AND POTENTIAL OUTCOMES

OF

PARENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

I n response to. numerous requests for statements of object Ives

or advantages of volunteer programs, we have- prepared this statement -as

a result of our study of the topic z.tnd our observations and:experiences

in Ontario. Because our activities have been mainly with parental

vol unteers, we propose in this document to confine our discussion to the

object i ves,, advantages and-potential outcomes of volunteer programs which

involve parents. .This is not to Suggest .either that other volunteers

are leSs capable than parents-, or that' many of the advantages and object-

Ives would- not apply. to these other. vol unteers. it is simply that our

LLti exper ience. enables us to speak with conviction only -about parental% vol un-

'teer. progrmas at this time: Nb doubt the reader from: his own thinking

on the subject end his own experience' will be able to add- to the 1

The particular order and we i.yht that one gives to objectives of

any program haVe an effect . on th plans. and operation of that prbgram.

For this reason, we have 'included at the top of our 1 ist of objectives

thoSe two or- -three which we believe are most important in developing such

a program, and which are prominent in the models we have been develop-,

;rig- and implementing.

Parents' Attitudes

The reader- is invited to study .the findings; i n the National Survey report-
.

in t he P1owden Report, which shows that parental attitudes account for

00,
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.......

more of the variation in pupil achievement than do either coAtions

of the school or character°.istics of the home The apparent importance,

-of positive pprental attitude's on pupil performance gives us cause to

cOnsrderthe ways of improving, altering; or enhari'cing parentsi atti

.tudes, Vojunteerprograms in scnools appear to be, one of the most

effective means of influencihy parents' attitudes toward the sChoo

2. Mutual Exchange of Important Information

Parents and teachers both have concern and responsibility for the

deVelopMent of pupils, and, both have important infOrMation about

the. pupil . Byimproving. communication be tween parents and. teachers

there exists.the possibility that this important. information Will

be..rnore openly.shared by both Oarties,:with the potential' effect

of enhaneing the pupil,'S learhiny experiences both at school and

at hOMe. A program in which Farents learn to work comfortably in

the school provides opportunities formoye open and frank.exchange .

of important information about learner:;.

3. _Real Help in the School

Most principals arid teachers state ths as the prime objective of

volunteer. prOgrams, andrfrom the point-of view of the professionals

in the schOol this ;8 a perfectly reasonable position., The apparent

Size,of,potenstial volunteer manpower pOols in most school communItes.

one Some of the $pecialwould make this objective seem a, realistic

kinds of school service that volunteer helpers can provide are

icated in the followiny section.,

(a) General Classroom Service

In rilamerous classrooms parents partiCipate a halfday a week on



a regular basis assisting the teacher with tasks performed lirilder

her direction. While initially most of:the tasks would be re-

-7
gardedias supportivu'ad supervisory in nature the evidence is

clear that volunteers also are able to perform many tasks at the

lower instructional levelS as well as many tasksrepresentat?

of most of the major functions yenera)ly. performed_by-teachers.

Our project has published lists of some of the dozens-of

Specific tasks that volunteers commonly perform in classrooms.

(b) General School Help

In the early stases of-the development.of:olunteer programs the

main kinds of asSistance werewith general school needs such as

typiny and filing, assistance with)ibrarysuperviSion etc:

These needs and opportunitiescontinue tc'be met by volunteers

in many schools..

( ) Special Talents

Amor6. the volUnteersarc many who have special resources or

special talents based on professional or Other experiences.,

1

Many of these speeial talents can,be Shared with pupils either

within basie program of the school or through various kinds

.of optional programs.

(d) Individualizing Instruction

There exists a real possibility that the effect;ve use,of

teers 'may unable schools to meet better their- plans -for matching

proyrams to the:needs, -interests and-abilities-of individual:

learners. :ObSer'vations indicate that ycqlysters get more ihdiVidUal

assistance in volunteer programs than inithe Same c)assroom prior

to the introduction of-Such programs.



(e) Special Education

Some of the most rewarding programs of volunteerwork-, both to

the volunteer. and to the school, are those in which volunteer

Llssist individuals who navespecial learning problems. A greater

attention to-the selection. of volunteers for such programs may

. _

be nneessary than is nUcessary.for typical classroom .service

activities.

(f) Curriculum Development

With an increasing focus op the local school as the basic unit

for curriculum tleielopmeht, there is an accompanying need for-

-
more time for curriculum planning by school staffs.. The-poten-

Oa! for relieving staffs for curriculumplanning fer,-specific

0

periods each week through an effectivc.and- well organized volun-

teer program should be further Cl

.:(4) Professional DevelopmentL.
L Ll

L.

Thu needs 'in a school for programs of professional development-.

and for.opportunities to experiment may be Matched 0.1".MOot by

.effective programs whereby volunteers can- take over some of the

.more routine functions of the classroom and :thereby enable the

pc:ocher to spend more of his Or her time on higher level and

experimental activities

FoSupport for. Innovations and Other Changes

The 'development of volunteer programs acid the resulting improvement

i n the.exchoncju of ideas between the school and the home should im-
/,

prove-the underanding and octeptance of innovations' in schools..

a,

=I I



Identification of the Community as. a. Kesource for Schools

Velube- aware: 4Lmay be-bwar of resources, net only among themselves, but

in thu community more broadly, anA may be agents ,whereby some of -

these resources can be mobilized for use in school programs.

6. Broadening School' Programs

Thu additi'On of snort Optional school courses relating closely to

pupils' intores May be provided with adecluatu competent talent,

bureau assistance by Volunteers.

Positive Approach to Home Assistance with Learning Problems

A volunteer program in the school should enable he parent to .inter-

vent in hjs child's learnIng difficulties, en-a more positive or

supportive basi's than-has sometimes bean the,custem in the past when

the parentwas 9Vaware of the lear.ning'diffi-culty, until a real

problem was recognized. Ict seems sensible to involve the parent

at:times-other than in the crisis situation ofremcdiation-of a

failureentthe.part f 'the .chi ltd or the program. An ongoing plan

for parent participation in the. chi,IP5,1earning, would-avoid such

crises.
4 I.

Enhancing Parentsl:Skilisf-as Teachers

A parent involvement program im a school is based. on a belief that

parents are in fact "teachers-", althOUgh neithei certificated n r

profesSionat The possibility of .the school'becominy more aware of

the ofparents as teachers-wIll., in turn, lead, to 'the improve-

ment of parents' skills cis ,teachers,- Many volunteers have, stated,

that they have applied at home some .of the things that they

while in schools'.
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.Tne poss'bil'tv exists

howe and th.: s,chool ore complemente phases ifeiomj process'

of le'a Tile school "411., ;USS in isolatjon "rem the rest'

of the chi!d's exper iences pn,Jnt involved in thn school.

Deveropinj Interest in.re.School Movr:ments..

As professMnal educo-;.did dr:dtne ''e colic more end most con-

cerned about the chil,:hood yerIrs in relation tosubsenueit

formal education !Li mny need to turn our n:Lonti.on mcc 'towcrd the

possible roles that parentS' can play .in,..pres0oot educatiorraa1 pro-

yrams whether at home b' Ir, school:

1 1: Baildinj a Stronger, Base ror Comunity..SINpor: Finanelai and .0ther.

It could be -ar:iued that in the lon.j.run the financial and philosophi

cal support for sc.hools wil: deppnd more on the feelings, beliefs,

commitMents and views a!' ponent5 than of any:other jroup in the.

commu'.ity. :Pr.erit volunteer eno,ramS. can reasonably:be, expected
. .

. t

to enhance or support pozitivo attitudes lo /this 'respect.

12. Closin the Generation rail
. ,

..Somic authoritiesisugest that the so ocal led generation c..;ap exists

from a of-sharinj of .common .tass Or -common octiVitieS by
.1

;parents-- an:. their 1;hildren,. The -improved port

in their youngsters! ' educatTor oh

closThj tins jap, at '..!ast,to thu t,h,at ttis caused by.. a

lack'of mutual cohcerris o: activities.

cipation of parentt'

13. PrOvldrny Opportunities'or CommUni.ty SerVice

Anyone planning a volunteer -orCOraril should consider the-motivatiOns-

of the volunteers-as. wel' s ieeds o:". the school, Some of the



most commonly exprcsSedfeelings of volunteers rel'at'e to the in-
)

trinsic satisfaction they .derive from providing important.worth-
. . .

while service to others.

'14. 'Enhancing the Human Touch In the. School

Some schools -that use volunteers in their program state that such

a.

participation enables the school to consider to a higher degre^

,'the particular interests and needs of youngsters and elSo pro-

4

vi'des morn opportunities for youngsters to talk to an i.nterested-

.,,edult than would exist without such volunteer assistance in the

school.

A Final Point of View

The pUrpose of volunteer programs have nothing ,to do 'with.

altering pupilteather, ratios or 'providing a "cheap" education. They'.

ere intended to improve education, in the short run by adding humen

resources to ,the classrtoM,'andfin 66 long run by enhancing parents'

-.attitude's and skills. In both phases the pupil is° the one who.:gainS

most; however, successful volunteer program the volunteer receives:.

recognition and satiSfactiom.to compensate for service rendered.

/1.1nlesse.program recognizes and to some degree satisfies. the moti,.

vations of volOnteers, it is dillikelythat- they will continuet6

donte their services.
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Allen, James. The Right to Read : The Role of the Volunteer,

Washington D.C., Washington Technical. Institute, 1970,1o. p.

Allen, the- late Commissioner of Eddcatloirin the United States
regarded the volunteer as an essential partner in the "Right to-Read"
program which is being .promoted m many parts of the United States.

Becker, W.C:, Parents are Teachers, Champaign,71111nois : Research Press,

1)7y. isL PP.

.

AlthOughnot.specifically on:the.topic of volunteers this book
introduces the reader to the:role that parents do play as teachers,
and how this role can be enhanced.,

Burgoon, Janet and-Winter,---Joan., Operating Manual for a V TalentPool
Winnetka, Minors, VTalent Pool. !

This manual suggests ways in which talent pool of volunteers
in an-entire community can be recruited, developed and then assigned to
a variety of community needsand institutions, including schools:

Caplim, Norris D., InValuable Resource, The SCI-lool Volunteeri.The Clearing,
House, XLV Sept. 70, 10-14

. . .1

: Like many of the periodical articls oh the ,subject
this article is 'testimonial in nature: Hevertheless, it contains much
useful information about volunteer programs, including a number of-
lnterest.mg examples..

DeFranco, Ellen, CurricUlUm:Guide For Children's Activities,: Parent Preschool
Program, LoS Angeles :.LosAngeles,City Schools, 190o, 5u p.-

This is one of a number.of curriCulum.guides written
Use in parenttraining programs in the Preschool movement.

Early-Reading Assistance : A Reading Tutorial ,Program, Cleveland : Program .

.. for action by Citizens,:on EdUcation 19;), 29:p.

- This pregram was initiated by parents and other citizens
and:outlines procedures whel-lby parents may, assist with, reading at
the early school



The Florida Parent Education .Model, Gainesville : 'University of Florida,

College of Education, 19oL1. v p

This model. involvesa training program for parents,
-assignment as vol.unteerS in schools, and intervention in the home
to improve e-the home -climate as it relatet to learning,

Foster, Florence P., Planning Parent Implemented. Programs : A Guide for

Parents, Schools and:CoMMunities. Trenton : New Jersey State Dept
of EduCation 1969. '/J3p.

This iS fairly general and Considert. the number of ways in
which parents may be involved in the work of the school.

Gallup, George, Guidebook for Parents,. Dayton,.Ohio : InStitute for Develop

merit of Educational Activities;, ['inc.', 1,9/0.. 51 -13.

Thivguidebook is prepared. mainly for Parents of pupils in

their first year of.school,.except that it.contains Many rnteresting
and practical suggestions . whereby parents can assiSt_yoUrigSters-in

their early orientation to school programs. The .instructional role of

parents,isalso considered

Janowitoz, Gayle': Helping Hands, Chicago, The University of Chicago Press,

1.96,,J25 p.

This detailed.book desCribes how to set up and organize'.
special studies' centres and tutorial programs mainly for after,-sChool
aSttstance, toyOunjters with particular learning

joneS,,Elizabeth, J., Preparinj Teachers to InvOlve Parents Li Children's

Learning: Pasadena : Pacificc Oaks College, 1970, 153 p.

,This is one of the few articles dealing with the pre"'
paration of te'acher's who will be involving parents in classroom
activities.

NeiderMeyer, F.C., Patent Assisted Learning, Inglewood: Southwest-Regional
Educational Labe 193:), 44 p. '

This manual deals mostly with ways An Which parentt can
enhancesehoo-lprogr-amsthrough va6/ing kinds_ of intervention at home.

Perkindt', 'Bryce, Getting Better ,results froM Subttitutes, Teaching Aides and.

Volunteers. Englewood CliffsN.J., Prentice Hall, 1956, p.

Written by a school administrator, this book deals with
a number of kinds'of lay assistance in the schOol, inclUding volunteers.
The suggestions are clear and specifiC.

. ,

"The-Plowden Report". Children and Their Primary Schools, A Report of the
Central Advisory Council for Education: England.. London : Her: Majesty's ,

Office; 1967. , .

Anyone initiating a volunteer 'program should read the results of.
the National .Survey in .the PlOwden Report, in which the c61--0atibn
between parental attitjades ai4d variations.inpupil achieveMent are
described.

,,..



Pointers for Part icipat ing Parents. , San Francisco, Cal ifornia. Council of

Parent Participation Nursery Schools, I n c , , 19,J6.

5. manual provides fundame.ital information for volUnteer

parents at the nursery school level.

Robb, Mel H, , Teacher 'Assistants Columbus, Ohio, Charles E. Merrill Publish;;

ing Company, 1369, 132 pp.

This is probably the best general book on- the subject of volUnt'
eers in schools'. I t: deal s with both, para -profess iona 1 s and vol up teers ,

and describes carefully the various stages of development of a par ti c7

ular. ki nd of parent involvement , program. The book al so contains

brief descriptions oi.a number of special programs for parent-

volunteers,

Floyd Robinson; Parents' Manual , Catharines: N iagara. Centre, 0. I .S;E. , 197 .

,

This' manual was prepared for parents in an experimental primary

school in which parents were ass i s ti ng at home, as well. as in' the

vol unteer program at scheO1

.Robinson, Fl oyd; Br ison, David; Hedges, Henry; 11, Jame; .You, Cecilia; Palmer,

Lee Volunteer Helpers ° i n Elementary_Snool 5 , Toronto: .6.1, S. E , 19/1 .

This pioneer book- on volunteer helpers makes two contributions to
the topic not found any Other reference, an intensi ve survey of

the manpower and volunteers in one hundred sample school s

in the i4 i agara . Reg ion, and a cl ass i fi ca ti on system. for analyzing the'

functions. performed by adul is in .classrooms. Several case studies are
also described.

Robinson, Norman + JOyce. L "Aux i 1 i ary Peraonnel. Help: or H i ndrance"

:BC Teacher 49 Nov. ,:.;(j,

.
1-14 s fair y lengthy article anal yzes the roles. now being :p 1 eyed

by. paraprofessionals and volunteers . Its publication in a- Caned ian

journal 'enhanCes its .value.

School Volunteers -.Washington, D.C., Educational Service. Bureau, la:, 195J.

This i s one of the best 'manuals on the subject. I t contains stages.

in developing a .plan for volUnteer-he 1 p , describes some existing
programs, and suggests .Forms and materials that may, be needed i n. the

program.

Schram; Barbara . Some Basj C' Gui del i nes for Bui Id i rig Parent Par tici pat ion-Groups

to effect changes in the Public School System, New Yor Two. Br idges

Parent Development Program 196U,' .22 p,

This As undoubtedly Ihe.moSt ur pr sing 'reference in the

literature. The' au thor. descrlbes, tiear ly gu i del Ines:for activist

parental, groups to employ in .bringing abobt changes n the -school.

It i s. not a book on volunteers in the usua1 sense of the word.
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Sleisinger, Lenore.'- Guidebook for the Volunteer Reading Teacher, New York :
TeaCher's College, Columbia University, 1970, 31

This is the most detailed guidebook for volunteers working in
.anyiqoarticularkind of program many of the instructions it gives
indicate the relatively responsible role that a well- trained vOlunteer
might perform.

Volunteers in Education, Washington,'D.C. : U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1970, 1G1 pp.

This is a very useful general manual... on the subject, containing
many ideas, examples of existing programs, forms and materials. to
be developed, etc.
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ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR'STUDIES IN EDUCATION

NIAGARA CENTRE

CIOLUNTEER'PARENTAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

MANUAL,FOR CATEGORIZING,OBSERVATIONS

The purpose of this mahUal is to instruct observer5 in class-.
ifying classroom activities of teachers, paraprofessionals andy617
unteers into their appropriate category in the taxonomy of classroom
functions, and in recording the durationof- eachactivity. Some of*

the directions refer to the uselof a standard 'observation sheet on
Which the twenty-two functions are arranged, with six cells folIoWrng
each,function, in which the recorder deterMines the grouping'used
(class, group, individual.), and whether each group was regular.or
special for the activity in.question.

In using the observationschedule in the classroom, the ob,.
'server should note the time of the beginning and conclusion of-each
activity and enter. the time elapsed in the:appropriate cell following
the fUnctionTln whin:it is most appropriately included. Thus the

observer ust consider three questions for each activity:

(1) Whatjunction in the7sche ule iS being performed?

ction perforMed with the class, a groUp; or anIs the fu
individual?

Are the 1

are they o
arners operating in-their regular grouping or

rg rOzed in a speCial group during this time?

In categorizing actjvity, the.obsgrver must decide what
the majorfunction is at that time It is recognized that. many

activities may have eleMents.of several funCtions:Within therff. For

example,, in taking up 00pHs1:answers to seatwork, there may be
elements of motivation, evaluatiOn, and diagnosis, but in most in-
stances the taking up of seatwork.wilLbe an integral phase of one
of,,thefOur instruction sequences, and will, most.. likely be a part o

that'isi consolidating.e new conceot)attitude,or
.or Onsolidating .conteni (See Section 3, Instruction Sequence).



Similarly, the giving of. 'oral instruction in most case's is part of

the instruction sequence rather than of supervision. In general, the

nature of the instructions will be the clue to the function. If the

purpose the instruction is to have students use the skill to dis-

cover new content, ,then "adding content" is the correct functidn. : --

If the instructions are part of a'seatwork exercise that implies
drill or implies a standard of performance, then "consolidating con-
_tent" applies. During active supervision-a teacher-may-provide
incidental short periods of diagnosis and remediation, but such' activities
are themselves characteristic of active supervision, .and are quite
different from more. formal or more enduring evolUation,.diagnosis,
and remediation Periods. When, during supenAsfon the teacher
spends more than a half-minute in an activity-belonging in another
Junction, it*should be recorded in the function to which it logically
belongs. ?

C,;

!t should be emphasized that the obServer is recording the
functions of the adult(s) (teacher or yolunteer) in the classroom
and not the activities of the pupils.

' At times, the teacher or.volunteer being observed may actually
be performing more than one function, simulteneously. For example,
it is common practice for a teachcr to supervise passively pne or
more grt#S orpupils engaged inseatwork while conducting-reading
lessons:discussion grouns, or tther forri,l'of formal instruction
with a specifirc group. In fact, this i3 the usual practice in
multi-graded classrocms. In such situations, the observer will,
record the function co which the adult is devoting his/her major
attention, which in most cases will be the instructional role rather
then the-supervisory-one. However, w:ler. the:, adult interrupts the

major ;function to g;ve attention to the second-function for more
than a half-minute, obviously th-:,._second one will be recorded as the
one to which the adult's time is devoted-for the period of time
that applies.

The observer is not concerned with whether the function is
being p'erformed well or poorly. ,Ali records should be, made at the
time--the observer should not rely on his,mmdry to,recall what
function was' performed. ,If at cny time he is uncer''tain as to What
function is being performed; k. may 'have to consulthhe adult later
to verify or revise his conclusion. Thee timing'of ?such 'cases should

be Circled, and a note made of the concern. Observations which may
seem impossible to ddteg-eirize should be timed also, With a brief note,

..made ior future consideration a'rld categorization. Onelof the cate-
ies,provides for these situy.ions:

2.



The section that foi lows prOVidej, a defihi bon and description
of each of-the functions in the schedule-, with examples to illustrate

that function. These. examples Will indicate the 'range that is rep-
resented in the category, .from the more demand iny to less demanding-

activities.

-PLANN1A--

Planning refers to es tabi ishing a .purpose and the formulation;
of a scheme, outline, system, method, or set 'of ,ma ter ial s to be used

to achieve that purpose.. Planning maybe done alone-, with other
adults, or with. pep i 1 Sessions 'wi th Other teachers, in which the

,team ts workiny on curriculum or orgaritzation are recorded as plan-
n i D i scilss ny with a yol ilriteer the activities to be per formed will

usual l y. be cons i dered planniny, as will periods in which the .teacher...

and one or More pup i I s are pl ann,;.rig a, futilre, unit; leSsOn, or activity:

Thus, for a: teacher.: planning yoes far beyond wr,it ing lesson plans'

or units. It will include most aspects .of organization of the con
lessons, 'seatwork, etc. for the clas6; 4t not the routine

:mimeographing or distribution of materials. The::. select ien.of

appropriate materials,: the previewIng of visual aids; the studying
,.. of a teacher's manual , etc.. are al I examples of teacher planning.

While the grea ter ber cent;age of -a teacher1s planning generally

occurs out of class time, neVertheless many examples of planning;
of future activities :may arse be observed during the school day:

(a) Broad. Planning

This function applies when the adult As Involved An planning
a Sor les of activi t over an .extended unit, course: or' series of

. lessons,. . Long-range or broad planning wtl 1 include one or' more of

thefol lowing: setting- objectiyes; defining the skit is, concepts,
or attitudes to be dive loped; prepar ing an pveral I scheme, structure
or framework of learn ing act tvines.; arranging for nter re tat ionShrps

among important- stages.. or:ideas°, and integrating the new learning

wiwith 'other aspects of the curriculum . The, planning.,of a month's.

unit .in 4. particular. subject would represent a dercianding- aspect of ..

thi -s function. The least demand i ng .vactI vi ty. thatwould fit .in thiS

fuhdtton would be the klanning. of a short series of lessons;
the planning ofone lesSonwould not belong in -Elis'categoy.:-Jhe
folloWing woil36 be exainples of broad planning: preparing 'a. mathe-

matics unit on graphs; evaluattng 'a number of books to be used in
"a unit; outlining or writing .a series of dramatiC presentatfons:- i 11'

social, studies.; plann ing curriculum guidelines or ma ter ia wi th

other adults;-selecting Or previewing ,a set or series of audio
vi s ila 1 materials to be used in an 4xteridedser-t-ib-rof lesson's%



(b) §_pecif le Planning

This function is performed when the adult pi ans.aspecific
activity, plans cm:lesson, or plans e.and prepares th.meter leis to
be used i n. -one, lesson or a snort series of lessons. Th,e broadest'

-examp les of this_ .funct ion would include- the `planning of all aspects
of one or two :1 esSons. The leas t .demanding exampie3 would be those
in which theadult plans 'on I y one or . two''.e...1emerits of' a s ing ie lesson,
such as by pre,/ i -.:v4i.ng a T mstrip. .Those a-ct v ---ia-which_ one
adu 1 t does the basic .p 1 ann i and. another adul t rnerc-,.1y amp ies. the.
plan of.° the other will hot be cons idered in...th f unct i.on, for the
second. adult. Some 'examples. of''specific plann inc the select ion
of materials. From books; -ar.,.;an za t ion and presentation of a set of

sl ides re t ag to a ar lesson; the. ;pi a-nning. and .con--.
.s tr uct ion of a model:: game, map, chart, etc, For use in a. 1 e,ssOn;
the practising, in advance , of a s ki H to be"taugh t; the preparation
for presentat ion 'of a single lesson; .survbs/ i ng: of ap arcia for

field trip; the 'select ion of film to Qnri ch. a, lesson ,for unit;
the ,wr ting on the board- of. a _sea twor exercise ,nat, prepared'
advance. of Such wr tri-ig;, the d'utl n ing of. a .specific assignment to.
another 'person who wi 1.1 carry i t. out and the planning of a "Future
activity with .one or more pupils: The assess incz 'of a pupil's
-read iness. to..proceeci-. to the next stage i 6-1 i ng sequence, an
acti t frequent] y-associatecl.Wi th irfidividuai i zed progtams . belongs
in (his.category.; .the function of diagnosis -as def I nod...later i mp11 ,

in this manual the- tons-lc-lc:ration of the,-cause of errors or diffi
ics,.. ..ThuS .assc..,ssment of road ness -belongs in ."specific planni

but cwnos i s of weaknesses:' belongs in "diagnosis ": In si tuat °PS
,where .teachers assign individual work, as in individual progress .

books, the writ-inc of such assignments in. considered to be specific
planning.

t.

MOTIVATION

I udod in this function will be..any .act iyity whose basic
purpose is to interest,, stimulate, ,or.enco.urpge the 1 ea. ner-wi th
respect to the ,school program, or to. -prov i de him wi-tti. a 'oat ,reason
or motive to ,act in a Cer tali"-way or" to Initiate or- per st in some
type, of i i ty. The obSerVer wi I not incltide in this category.
the numerous. 1 nc) dental- :forms of.. 'mot va ti On such as brief land' inci
den tal- reactions to correct answers, ,incidental approval or
and moyeS .1 stc...d under guidance and support (be I Ow) which relate
mainly to be hay i or The observer., d s imi na be tween deli berate
moves,- Usual 1 y at. the be5inri i rig 'of. .\s\tructured.1essoas., in which: the
intent is to focus n tereS:t; en e "top i\c (mot i va ti on) , and interesting
teaching methods which have' the purpose of faci .1 i tat ing: learning



rather than 'focussing- attention; the_lat ter may_reflect th6.quelity.
or effectiveness of another function in which they 54,19ula 15C-ctessj-

fled. The purpose of motivation, as defined in this category, is

related:to specific, deliberate encouragement to become mentally
involved in so Spect.of, the school program.

o

{a) Broad llot va t i on

Th6-1:inds-lof-mot..ivation which-Provide for a long-4-erminterest

in some:Iphase of the program will be included in this -.category. They

may.range from such activities as discuSsions of the value of'mathe7:
matics, of ways bf.working more'effectively and of developing positive
-feel ingsabouCt4ihercUltures, to activities as' narrow as creating
sustained interest. in fractions or a continuing appreciation of bird
life. Such activities as reading, stories .to the pupils for :the
purpose of developinj appreciation of:the language, or making.use of
art objects:or-recordS te.develop appreciation of art and music will

be regarded as broad motivation.

(b) Sbecific Motivation

Those forms of motivation that r late basicaliy to the
developino or ,idea.C.fying of interest in aspecific.iesson or' pro-.

-bleM will be -considered speCifio motivation.. It may be as broad as

encouraging pupils talook for examples of decimals in the-dey!s
newspaper or.as narrow as thalleritiing them to find the answer' to a
specific problem. The relating of.a prlobleM concept, skill;

or attitude to relevant, and. Particularly current out-of-school ex-
periences regarded as specific motivation::

iNSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

.

This Settiondeals with those.activities designed to initiate,-
reinforce, consolidate (--a.d make us,_! of newlearning -The,'Section-is

,divided into the four SubSeCtions that follow, each of'whieh deals
With one of the four related functions in instruction. 'Following
the descriptions of the four'functions, examples,are provided to
illustratethe relationships among these functions. Distinguishing
between the four 'functions. is parti,cuiarly dilifiquit when they do

not occur in their natural Sequence, They are most apparent irC.
'formal, structured lesSons, but can be..identWied in:less formal

it is established that at the time the teachr,l-s:
engaged in inttruction rather than in supervision: The key ,to the

functions in their apparent purpose, whether (a) initiating e newt
structure orschema;Ab)cenSolidating orreinforcing a tenuous
new concept; (c) 'adding eontent,',i.e.using the new idea;'and (d)
consolidating-the content by review, drill, p game, etc.



(a) Initiating a Concept, Attitude or Skill (Mental, Motor,.
qr Social)

The ler te r jonf for determining whether, an activity belongs
in this category is whether thu volunteer is initiating new learning

which has a broader aPplication; as opposed to providing For rein-
forcement, appl ication, practice, Or remedial instruction of a
concept, 'att' 6.0e ,:or:ski 11 in i tinted in .ear ler instruction. The

key question would to: _!.'J s.. a new-attitude, skill or. major concept
being introduced in this attivity?"__One. cannot expett. to obserVe

this function in every ',".lessowl":-. UnleSS-new learning is being
-initiated, tiia1 act i v i b'2-1L 1 ongs. in one of .the next three cate6Or les:

I n some subject areas, il'his fent i on. will serve to establish a

schema; general za t ion, princip skill, or Structure which 'will

be appl led in subseTient lesson;, as in learninl-; a.map siciil, a

classification system in science, a new procedure in mathematics,.
or a social skill such as leading a discussion.

The initiating of a l I 'wilt involve activi Oes as major

0 as an introductorY lesson on writing a bus i,r1E:SS letter or "carry-

ing" in addition, or as narrow as introducing z -phonetic combination
or :introducing d specific' style of writing -a par tiou'rar letter of

the aIPlabet. Some examples of activities -that would belong in
this ca;egory. are: Antroducing the addition of ,deciMpi.s; teaching
pupils to locate the parts of a flower;'' tcach;,ng :how tc find a'
specific land form on a map, or to divie a' sentence into bare
subject and ber.e.predicato; introducing how to use the card cate-
logue in the library, how to greet. an4.wel come a visitor, hoW to
pi tch a softball :or: how to mix pints' for .water colour ing..

(b) Consolidating a New Concept, Attitude or Skill'

The 'purpose of this-function jS:to'conSoll-idate the learning g

a new. concept, atti tude- or skll prior to addirvg new content or

lapplying the new learning to.other situations. The emphaSrs must bfe
on consolidating new learn ing itself. In most instances,; it will

occur. immediately after -tholnitiatibn pf.th new learning,; -and

.general occurs within the same . "time-table" period, that is, as
par t. of .the same. lesson.- This function may include reogn) ti,on and
immediate reinforcement of the new-learning, a I imitcd. amount

trial .practice, simple test procedures, diagnosis .of general
d if f iCujties with -the: new learh ing, re-:teaching, suggest iOns for.-

refinement of the-Skil , etc. : Activities s' category may be

as broad as having pupi1S-write a, paragraph td. appl y a specific
gf:ilI, or as narrow,. as having them_practise writing a letter of the. .
alphabet, 1 r8ting and reading words- WItha common phonetic pattern,
and trying a speCifit basketball , shot Sonie-- typi cal examp;es of

this function wi 1 I be ass igninn a singie'ar thmetic question ieigned.
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with flash cards,. doing a series of mathematics problems, writing
out spelling words, etc., all of which imply certain standards of
performance, are obvious examples A this function. Similarly,.
helpins pupils write up the results of a science experiment to
consolidate this experience, prepar,ng a summery of a social studies
lesson, retelling a story," practising a song., playing a mathematics
game (but not learning the game itself) would all be activities
designed to consolidate content.

Examples Illustrating the Four Functions in Instruction

Example 1: Developing the Concept of Addition (Aathematics)

(a) ,Initiating the concept. This functioh,would,include only
the activities that would lead the pupil to acquire the idea
that. sets an be joined-together-and that-thiS prOcess is
addition.

(b) Consolidating the concept. Further examples arc used to
strengthen the Mental representation of the process of" adding,
by providing experiences that reinforce the idea to'the point
where the pupil can employ the process without external
prompting, for example;. ne might7zombine.(add) rods or sets of
objects and count the sum.

(c) ApIlyinattErst, icarnrnc to other situations. Using the
mental representationlof the process of adding the combined
sets, the: puPil now creates now number stories by using the
process, e.g. combining 4 anei.3 to discover that 4 + .= 7.

- ,

(d)" Consolidating content. The number story 4 + 3 = 7. would
be rehearsed or drilled, either by itself or with other number
stefies,.to the point w.nore*the correct response. is given. to
me i" standard sech'as-withinotwo seconds without counting.

Example 2: Learning to Idelitify_Ainerals b Hardness

(a) Initiating the donee:pl. This fuhction ipcludes activities
which enable the pupil to form the concept that hardness is a
fiXed property of mineralsand that by scratching one mineral
with another or with certain independent objets, hardness of
these materials can be Compared. The emphcsit is on the fact
that minerals and objects can bej..ompared with each other in
terms of hardness, a fixed property.

(b) ConsOlidatin the eence t. In this function,a wider vari-
ety of mineral and objects aro ,teste6.to see whether the concept
can be applied to them; as yet ar. 'index As npt developed.



(c) Addinviontent -to structure. Using the concept, pupils
ampere minerals and develop an order, or index, df hardness
and check it aeaiest an accepted hardness scale. UsiAg the
index or scale, pupils learn to identify new examples of
minerals.

(d) Consoldieting new learning. Pupils review or practise the
use of the seal*, by sorting tout minerals from 3 random selection,
to the print where they can fit known or unknown minerals into
the scale with fess than 10% error.

Example 3: Developing Positive Attitudes Toward Japanese PecloIC

ta) Initiating the attitude. In this function, pepiis will be
exposed to a-situation where a.posItive response will be ex-
pected. This might have to do with a Japanese design, artifact,
game, etc., or with an event or situation (e.g. 1970 World's
Fair in Japan; 1972 Winter Olympics, etc.).

(b), Consotidatin the now attitels. The pupils' positive re-
sponse is identified aid encouraged in one or more ways such
as repeating the response, discussing positive features,
imitating or repeating the situation, etc.

(c) Apelving mow learning to Qth.T situations. The initial
rerponse is applied to broader situations, such as other aspects
of Japanese life. Again positive reactions are encouraged,

(:i) Consolidating critent -Opportunities are given for review-
ing ;he experiences, retall.ng some aspects of them, integrating
soveral related aspects, etc., te_the point whore open or
positive a.tiiudes toward .PTanese people., stories, etc., are
observed in nutomatic positive responses to pertinent
situations,

4, SUPEAVISial

Activities to be elal4i.fied as supervision are those in which
the volunteer is supervisinj the work of.puptli, who in turn are
working more or less ind:penciently of-the sispervisor.- in general,
supervision will relate to the Seatwork applications of lessons.
However, it will also be observed at such other tines at in art periods,
when the pupils arc creating new products or develOping Aim ideas,
and also durip3 discussion sessions in which the pupils are working ,

together on common ideas or common yowls, or :n physical education
periods when pupils are practisinfa skill or playing a game.

9.



(b) Actiw! Supervision

During active upervision'the supervisor actually partici-
pates deliberately in the learning activity, either by asking
o periodic question, answer7no questions raised by pupils,
referring pupils to sources of information, making incidental diag-
nosis of pupil progress, me.:ina sunestions, pointihg-out errors,
suggesti% further questions for disucssion, et:. Such interventions
suggest tnat active supervision is taking place. Active supervision,
therefore, may include some periodic intervention relating to
understanding and con:.olidatinn content, or to checking and correct -
ing errors or reinforcing correct learnioy. Similarly where the
supervisor takes 3n active part in continuing the organization and
reorganization of experlt;nces, e.g., as in giving directions on a
field trip, active supervision is takiN place. In situations where
individual pupils or small groups of students arc pursuing inde--
pendent study- activities, the observer must constantly be alert to
the question of whether the teacher is supervising or whether actual
instruction is being provided by the teacher. When the teacher
performs an independent function (e.g. initkting new ideas,
diagnosing, etc.) for more than one-half minute at a time; the
period of time should be recorded in its aparc,priatiel function.

5. TECHOICAL

The activities zippr:Jpriate to this function are those which
employ a definable technique or'procedure which is learned or en-
hanced through training or p:aceise. The activities in this category
will 1..2 those or a technical rather than -a profestional nature;
tharefore such acti.fitics as lu.'stioning, story tell ing, reading to
pupils, will not ha ccpsidered in this catqgory: The range of
technical tasks will run from those such as typing and organization
of visual aids at the u,oer level of difficulty, through activities
such ,s the maintenance and o7eration of equipment, the preparing
of stencils, etc., in the middle range of difficulty, to less demand-
.ing activities ..i Jch running rtenrils, cuttinc., out pictures,
malting flash cards, etc. In general, this function will be. jdentified
with the of tr.-.:teriais end equip-ant.

(a) -Skilled TerilnicaL

lu this cateoey include:: those technical tasks which
require 3 formal or Ic%thy period of training arid a high standard
of competence. Examples arc typing, bookkeeping, overall.maintenance
Of a library, maintenance and repair of technical equipment, the
preparation of complex teaching aids, the organization of sets of
visual aids, complex filing procedures, maintaining of pupil records,
etc.

10..
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(b) The Admin!stration of Tests.- This category includes explaining
the nature and ;urpose of to h.: test, and supervising the actual test-
taking, whether the tests are formal or informal and whether teecher
prepared, 2 repared by volunteers, or :,-,repared by an, outside agency.

This function does not imeiy that 11,; test hasjo be of e long
duration or of : forme! liature, but %ell; include are: procedure which
the teacher amp;eys in a systematic cr deliberate manner to evaluate
the progress et younesters. The use of a standard of performance in
asscciation w; to the .,,irectise of . skill (see lestrucCon Sequence,
Part D), is not inclueed in this category.

(c) Objective Merki:le. This category invoives the maAjng of tests
(:ncludinj stand:rdized tests), exams, or other items in which the
responses are either .def;:ytely correct or incorrect and therefore
require no signif;cant amount'of interpretation. Thus the marking
of-spellin, in general, weld fall in this eategory, as would the
marking of right and wrong'answers'in arithmetic or any other .

subject, tne scoring of multiplechoice taste, etc.,. if no inter.
pretation is necessary in determining the correctness or value of
the answer or if there is no demand that the marker determine the
cause or nature of any error. hi objective marking, a number of
independent markers would be expected to obtain 'identical scores.

(d) Subjective Marking. This category invoives-marking wherein
the marker has sons discretion in determining the, weighting to apply
to the score given for any item in the test or any identifie4le
component of the finished taA. In subjective marking. it is

unlikely thct 4 number of independent markers would mar the test
with exactly the same results. 2;tamp:es of subjective marking wilt
occur in arithmetic probleMs in which the process as well as the
answer must Be evaluated and in the marking.of art, composition,
music, scientific thinking, etc. The oral evaluation.of pupils' art,
creative writinu, etc., which often involves .opinions of the other
pupils, is ,inciuded in. this category its nature is clearly
evaluative. If, however, the activity is more clearly designed to
illUstrate aiternative ideas or to identify outstanding ideas, the
activity is more appropriately recorded as "adding-content to
structure" .- Part C of the instrwAion sequence.

(e) Interpretation of Scores. This category includes using the
score to determine the student's placement in the program, deter-
mining the range of marLs Obtained by the pupils, determining
Whether the test items were too difficult or Wo_easyi-too short
Of too long, whether they were_vali-d-for-the :Jurposes intended,
whether a furewr-telstUS- required, etc.

Diajnosis and Prescription. ,The activities in this sub-function
will be those which relate to determining what the-cause of error is
on the part of an individual or a group, and what remedy should be
prescribed. In performing these functions the teacher analyzes possible
causes of the error, such as-limiited or long-range duration, or
whether the error, was accidental or reflects a lack of understanding
of.a skill or concept. For example, the teacher may decide-to place
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the youngster in.a special program fcr a specified period, or to
re-teach son items to certain individuals or groups, or to modif,
tcacsih procedures. Sere eAamplet of specific activities in this
eate;:ory are: discussions with ene or more pueils in whim the
teacher anaiyzes causes of error-, and sessions in which the teacher
marks exercises, note-books, compositions, etc. to identify .errors
and suggest i:ovements rather than to evaluate for tha purpose of
assigning marks. Aewever, examples of diagnosis and remediattcri of
extremely short duration or having only ineAdental epplication within
the structure of another ;unctin; for exinvie, correcting the
idcntit:i or pronunciation of a word inispelling or correoting a
minor error in arithmetic; wil not be hiciuded in this category.

(g) 11emedial Teachiri,:. This function inc;udes specific .remedial
practices employed with specifi-c individuals or ..;.roups, rs a follow-
up to diagnosis. 'It is a ;danned and deliberate,activity, and
trierefore will- not include incidentel re-teachine or incident&
act:vitie4 employed merely to clear up minor misunderstandings. In.

general, the adult will apply the remediation wily to specific
individuals or groups. When a teacher selects individual pupils to
assist, the observer must.listineuish ,between the procedures which
are in fact dieresis of" he AL3rning difficulty, and those which
rrovidc remaelal instruction. In special education classes most, of
the typicel iessons4ill i i t into Jle instruction sequence except
when.specific diagnosis and remedial:ion are provided with individual
pupils.

GUIDANCE AND SUPPOAT

This category cincludes the activities of the teacher or the
volunteer that relate basically to the improvement and support of
those aspects of pupil behaviour that are not integral or manifest
parts of the instructional .program that are-not
related to the skills and" content being "studied. Included are those
activities gemerally referred to as "discipline", but because thiS.
term tends to imply negative and correctional activitieswo have
deliberately entitled this categtey "guidance and support"; to
emphasize that it will include both the positive and themeleistive-7----
aspects of behaviour. Thus. in this category will be included such
activities as the following: cOnversations.with individuals about
out -of- school activities, personal and'home problems, study habits,
or interests which are not a formai part of the curriculum; activities
designed mainly to'establish a friendly positive climate for learning;
and activities or discussions designed to correct undesirable
behaviour or to support and encourage positive behaviour. Incidental
recognition or praiie for a correct answer Or an approved example of
behavioUr within-the strecture.of a lesson or in another category
will not be recorded. 1$0 observer must. distinguish between this
category and the categories under motivation, bearing in mind that
motivation as defined in this mad* relates directly to the content
of .the learning program, while the present category relates to
behaviour not directly related to'content.

.
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O. HIATUS, INTERRUPTION AND NON -COOED

The purpose of this category Is to account for periods of time
which cannot be included within the previous categories. These are
of three general kinds., 35 follows:

I. Hiatus, In which the adult beinn observed is performing none of
the functions in previous catedbries. Exam,-21;,s will be activities
unrelated to school duties, absences from the classroom unrelated to__
classroom responsibilities, periods of rest, waiting for papifs to
arrive, social conversation with another adult, etc.

2. Interruptions, during which time another person, such as the
principal or other visitor, in effect replaces the teacher or person
in charge for a short period of time. The interruption may occur
as a result of the direct presence Of the other person, or by his
indirect presence as through the use Of an inter-communication sfstem.
However, such planned activities as the use of a television program will
not be included In this category; during such periods the adult performs i.
another functon, such as passive supervision.

3. 4cn-coded if the observer Is unable to classify certain activities
or functions he should Include the time within this category, ane in
the column at the right he should enter remarks that will enable him to
recall and describe the,activJty so that it may be-reclassified after
further discussion and analysis. Some such entries are activities that the
ollierver simply cannot identify for classification purposes; others may
contain a balance or mixture of items from two different categories to
an extent that discr4let Categorization seems impossible.

General Instructions

I. The column it the righ
additional comments or record v y that has been
tentatively clas e timing for activities that are

vely categorized.

2. Record the elapsed time for each function to .k minutes
(.6 seconds)., When uncertain initially about the appropriate function
being performed, note the beginning time while arriving at a decision.

3: Pe sure that the entire- period of time under observdtion is
accounted for, bearing in mind that the last category provides for a
number of situations that, might otherwise represent losses of recorded
periods of time.

wilt enable the observer t

.

4. When there Is uncertainty about the categorization of
certain activities, short-discussions with the adult concerned at an
appropriate time may be helpful.

tic



THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

School

Niagara Centre
187 Geneva St.

St. Catharines, Ont.

VOLUNTEER! TALENT BUREAU

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us identify and recruit

volunteers who have special interests, abilities, talents, backgrounds, or

resources which they would like to share with the school. The school has

already had considerable experience with volunteer programs which involve

V.
community helpers on a continuita basis. Our interest in this questionnaire

is with persons who could share special t-,lents with us for one Or a

limited number of occasions.

May we emphasize that you do not necessaril h

son or give a forma; talk in orenr for.the pupils to benefit from.

your talent. In most.cases you will work with a small group of students,

leading acdiscussion, giving a'demonstration, or answering questions. In

our experience we have found that volunteers are quite able to work

effectively with small groups.

Would you please answer the appropriate sections of this quesfionnaire

and return it within two days.?

Professional or Occupational

Types or work experience that may be beneficial to the school (typing,

carpentry, geology, library, banking, mechanic, science, -teaching, etc.)



Artistic and Recreational

(e.g. painting, sculpture, crafts, sports,'gardening,. nature Study-,

travel, sewing, dramatics, cooking; photography, etc.)

Ethnic background

Costumes, dancing, language, etc.

'Special Resources

plc ures, Slides, stamps, etc. from other regions or countries

-- collections (art, photos, minerals, plants, etc.),

pets

antiques and pioneer artifacts

other

'Special Abilities
:

library,. teaching, Story-tdlling,'naturdhlkes;sports pidneer.

experiences, Coamping, etc.

Any:Other Talent or Resource
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Loca le

Would you prefer to help at schbol or at home?

Conditions or Frequency'

:How often would you be:avallableto.help at the schoOl?

(Pieae Indicate whichdays_and ti-thes.)

COMMENTS



(1)

VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. Hedg3s

Niagara Centre
The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Information on
'Regulationsof the -Ontario Ministry'af Education

Concerning Volunteers-in Schools

Bill. 128: ArtAct to Amend the Schools Administration Act

Section 18, subsection 2, amended to permit a board to allow the use
of voluhtary'assistants in schools:

permttaprincipel to assign to a person who. yolunteers to
serve without remuneration such,duties In respect orth&
school. as are approved'by the board and to terminate such
assignment"

(2) Section 17, subsection 6 is amended to make mandatory the provision of.
insurance for a board and-its employees and,volunteers

assigned to duties by the prihcipal,

(1)6 "make provision fore insuring adequately the buildings
and equipment of the board and for insuring the board,
and its employees and volunteers who are assigned duties
by the'principal against claims in respect of accidents
insurred-by pupils while under the jurisdiction or
supervision of the board."



VOLUNTEER PARENTS' ASSISTANCE PROJECT

H. G. HEDGES

Niagara Centre

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS
Approved at the Meeting of the Board of Governors

January 12 & 13, 1973.

-s.

35. It is the policy of the Ontario Teachers' Federation:

(I) That volunteers in the schools shall mean responsible persons
who provide a service to the school to-fulfill specific needs,
as determined by the principal and the teaching staff directly
involved, without reimbursement or contractual commitments of
any kind.

(2) That the function of school volunteers is to assist the teacher
an forthe school.

(3) That school volunteers shall be responsible to and designated
by, the principal of the schiol.

(4) That school volunteers who work withIchildren shall work at
all times under the supervision of a, designated teacher.

(5) That school volunteers shall asmme no responsibility for any
evaluation involving the school personnel, pupils or program.

(6) That school volunteers shall not be included in the calculation
of student-teacher ratio'.

(7) That any teacher has the right to decline school volunteer
services.

(8) That teaching functions which involve decisions-regarding.
diagnosis of pupil difficulties, prescription of learning
experiences, and evaluation of pupil progresp are the exclusive
domain of the professional teaching staff.



HALTON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

TEACHER ANECDOTAL INTERVIEW FORM: RE WLUNTEERS

' NAME DATE

SCHOOL

AREA/LEVEL TAUGHT

AREA (if applicable

No OF TIMES OF ASSISTANCE

INTEROEWER'

LENGTH OF TIMES OFASSISTANCE-(average)

NAME OF THE ONE VOLUNTEER ON WHOM THIS' REPORT IS BASED

1. Wh4t types of tasks did this volunteer perform?

Task No. of Mir.r!t ©s No. Croup Size

How do .you e,1 your students ,:niefitted from_ this volunteer's help?'.

HoW did you bene.ftt frOm thiS volunteer's help?



How was the allocation of your time altered as a result of this voleteee'lk,...
help?

5. Has the service of this volunteer more than compensated for the additional
planning required on your part?

How has this volunteer.benafitted or -changed as a result of this service?

4. r'

Y. What ma,or problems did you encounter with the proram in general or i4ith
this student in particuliel

8. How many volunteers do you utilize on a regular basis?
Do you feel this is the ideal number for you?

a

9. Comments, suggestions for improving the volunteer program.-..



HALTOi: COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATIW 1.

STODEliT VOLUNTEER ANECDOTAL INTERVIEW FORM

pAME Da

SCHOOL

GRADE

SPOtISOR (clu?t., o: other)

SCHOOL WHERE VOLUOTEERED

TEACHER /AREA. ASSISTED

AGE, GRADE, LEVEL OF STUDENTS

NUMBER U;' TIMES ASSISIED,

LENGTH OF PERM) pV ASSISTANCE (avc.ra,L)

I. What typ4s
/

of fasKs cr.1 you perform?

ask #-uf Minutes # of Tirok:s Size of Group

dr-

2. What 1/4,.tr..: your reasons for becominj a volunteer?

3. What did you 1 aril from your voluntuor work?



2.

a,

4. In what ways haS volunteering changed you? (Skills, attitudes, beliefs, ,-

your own YJCW$:00i: your abilities, etc..)

.7, HoW did the students you worked mirth benefit from your. help?

TS

. E5Limate the percentage of your total Volunteer time that you 'spent in
aci-ual teaching (i-nstructio.11).

7. Oo you befi-eve that geod,uSe was made of.. your abilities?'

U. How do you thlnk the teacher benefltted from your.. help?

t .

9; What-probleMs encOunti:- r.:Ither-at,yoUr own school or at the: school

where.you were .helping ?.

10. 'CommentssuggeStions for imprr,ving, the. volunteer program.



HALTON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

TEACHER AilECDOTAL INTERVIEW FORM: RE VOLUNTEERS

NAME

SCHOOL

AREA/LEVEL TAUGHT

AREA OF ASSISTANCE (if applicable )

No. OF TINES OF ASSISTANCE

DATE

INTERVIEWER

LENGTH OF TIMES OF ASSISTANCE (average)

NAME OF THE ONE VOLUNTEER ON WHOM, THIS REPORT IS BASED

I. What types of tasks did this volunteer perform?

Task No. of Nir-tes 00. rf T;--r Group Size

2. How do you your stud..:nts 13,:n,:fitt,:d from this voluntu,:r's

3. licw did you,b,:ncf.t prom tnis voluntr's holp?

- 1 -



Now was the allocation of you( timo.altered as a rusult of this volunteer'
help?

5. Has the service of this voluntuer more than compensated for the additional
planning on your part?

How has this volunteer bunefitted or.change as a resul t_ of this service- ?.

. What major problems did you encounter,with the program in general or with
this student in particular?

8. How many voluntuers do you utilize on a regular basiS?
Do =you feel this is the ideal number for you?

9. Comments; suggestions for fmproving7the volunteor prOgraim



HALM': COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATIO

STUN:kir VOLUOTEER ANECDOTAL INTERVIEW FORM

NAME

SCHOOL

GRADE

SPONSOR (deft., toachor, oth,:r)

SCHOOL WHERE VOLUvITEERED

TEACHER/AREA ASSISTED

Datc

111toryl...:Wcr

AGE, GRADE, LEVEL OF STUDENTS

;IUMBER OF TIMES ASSISTED

LENGTH OF PERIOD OF ASSISTANCE (avcraA

1. What typ..:s of tasks d you perforo?

Task # of Minutcs 1/ of TImcs S i zt. of Group

2. What wcrc your reasons for bccomio, a voluntocr?

3. What c1;c1 you Lai from your voluntccr wor!:?



In what ways has volunteering changed you? (SkillS, attitudes, beliefs,

your own.views of your abilities; etc,Y

5. . HoW id the students you worked with benefit from your help?

EsOmate the percentage of your total volunteer time that you spent in
ac'-upl teaching (instruction).

7: Do you believe that good use was. made of your -abilities?

1'

6. Howdo you think the-teacher- benefitted fromyour help?.

9.' What problems-did you encounter either at yourown School or at, school
where. you Were helping?

10. Comments, suggestions for improving the volunteer- program.

IF
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Informal Publication
of Niagara Centre September, 073..



PARENT INVOLVZMENT AT A SMALL NEIGHBOURHOOD $(HOOL

Intrcduction

Elmwood Public School is a small neighbourhood School serving a circum-

scribed section of the City of Welland. Its population is 109 pupils drawn

from approximately seventy families. The school is served by four teachers

(including the principal) so it i5 far frcm the tyicall situation.

Parental Assistance is not new to Elmwood School. For over a year, one

parent has worked regularly at the school in a remedial capacity. Because

of this successful experience, there was a desire to increase the level of

parental involvument in the school program. The principal of the school ap-

proached Nii.gara CQntr i. for aid in this expansion of the parent volunteer pro-

gram. It was evident that the staff as a whole looked upon the idea of increas-

ing parent involvement with a little trepidation, but the interest in improving

the school program was sue, that they were prepared to investigate the idea

thoroushly. Accordingly, at a meeting with the staff, the possibilities for

program expansior were outlined and a series of questions and issues dealt with.

The staff decided to proceed with an expanded program,_end a public meeting was

arranged.

Initiatino the Proc:am

At the m-uting with parent: from the school community, a meeting which

was very well attended, overall reaction appeared to be positive. At the same

time, several of the questions posed by various parents suggested that there was

a little hesitation on the part of some to present themselves to the school as

potential contributors in the educational setting; parents wondered what they

could contribute.
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Their questiOh.s_were-dealt
with,as:forthrightly-as.possible,:.both bythe.Niagara-

Centre representatives and by the principal and teachers. Because of the

positive tone of the public meeting, the school staff proceeded withthe implemen-

tation of a full-blowriparent
volunteer program fellowing closely the steps in-

Heckles model.

From that point on, the organization, implementation and operatiom-of,the

parental assistance program was completely under the control of'the school itself

As a result of the response to the. survey questionnaires, eighteen parents,

Volunteered for regular duty and eleven wished, to be employed as on -call assist-

ants. Therefore, a total of twenty-nine parents representing over forty per

cent of he families in the school district made themselves available for in

volvement in the school program. This was a highly gratifying resporise to the

school_ s request for aid. Three losses were incurred during the_year. 0

parent became ill°and was unable to continue with her duties; one parent accepted

a job and had to resign from the parent volUnteer program; a third parent wished

to be relieved of her responsibilities. On-call parents filled the vacancies

admirably. Even with these losses, the level of involvement by parents in their

school is especially notable.

Volunteer Roles

Parents wore assigned various duties. including many of the clerical

functions commonly assigned to parents in parental involvement programs. How-

ever, one notble feature of the Elmwood program is that the parents by and

large were almost immediately given tasks helping children.' This had a very

positiveeffect on the level of parent interest. Most parents spent the bulk of

their time working on a one-to-one basis with students; however, there were in

stanCes whemparentSvworkedmith small-groups of Children (uSually three or four).



As in most parental. assi-stance -programs, the major emphasis of parental'. aid wa

in the reading peogram: The greatest visible effect-appeared to be that teachers

were able'to individualize the program to an oxtent not previout,ly possible.

Those pupils most requiring individual attention received it either from a'eparent

or 'from a teacher whose time was available because of the involvement of a.

parent in another activity. From this point of view, the major emphasis .of the

parent volunteer program was a remedial adjunct

`-There is one unique and highly desirable feature to the Elmwood project.:

to, the regular program.

One parent Was not able to'work at theschool becaute.s she has small children

3

requiring her attention at home. However, her level of interest was such that

7

'-he volunteered-to act as "dispatcher" for the program. Al l of the telephone

contact .was. done through: ler: when parents- could not come to the school at their

regular time, they,phoned the dispatcher;0e dispatcher phoned. on -call volunt-

eers to make substitute arrangements. Every member of the school staff mentioned

this contribution as one resulting in an ireasurable-saving of time for the e

school itself.

Evaluation

The.-Elmwood program was:evaluated in the same manner, as other parent

volunteer programs.. Ieachersland parett,dompleted:anonyMous 'questionnaires

'(which most of them signed) and the.children,of volunteers were interviewed by

.

ardsearchassistant from-Niagara Centre, ih additiOn, a matching sample of

children whose parents were .not involved in the volunteer prOgram were also

_,interviewed: All interviews of chil-dren followed the format of the.quettionnalre

in the Hedges' kit.

The evaluation resultt are overwhelmingly positive In addition to- the

flattering coMments, some, suggestions which-might be included-in the program

i n succeeding year's were-also:offered:



ChildrenThe children .of volunteers made no negative comments' concern-

ing their parents' attendance i n the school and in 'the classroom. They dis-

cussed their parents' contributions without any visible embarrassment. Several

children commented, that their parents.discussed with the
//

family their activities

at the school and-all of theSe children appeared to enjoy the. idea of Such

discussion.

Other children whose parents were not involved in the program gave

similarly positive comments. They, too, appeared to know what the volunteers did

in the school, although they described this inkilvement in more general terms.

.They perceiVed the parents as helpers .6f:children and teachers. Those children

who had been assisted:by parents recalled the particular nature of such assist-

-

ance -and appeared impressed with what the parents-, had heen doing: Without

exception, these children stated that they wouid be pleased if their own parents

je Fled the Volunteer prograM.

Teachers. teachers reported many advantages accruing. to the school

because of the parental. involvement. The major,ores 'are.listed.--

1. The 'presence of parents made -it. possible for them, to individualize.

the kind Op provided for various .children.

2. Teachers.were :able to extend the range ,of the edUcational programs -'in"

the'classrooMS'., They coul-d,-Eor example, Prepare more tapes whiCK-Cduld be used

by more individual students in many of the .subjeCt'areaS..

3. The more intimate involvement Of.parents in the operation of the

school was seen asra'p s \t ive advantage. This was described as more than simple

public relat)ons; it was rceived as a step toWard the basic parent-teacher

cooperation necessary for tho optimal development of every chird.



Various alterations in the role of the.teacher were mentioned. Some

pointed out increases in the decision-making function while others noted that

less time was required for routine operations.

Teachers pointed to several examples of pupil progress. Because of the

intervention of parents, one pupil at the junior level mastered some multi,

plication and division, through a process of drill and repetition. A classmate

increased his sight word vocabulary to the extent that he was able to read

orally with a greater degree of ease. A third received remedial attention

for a speech problem from a parent who worked under the direction of the board

speech therapist,

One pupil who had failed kindergarten received assistance with his motor

coordination, auditory 'memory, visual discrimination and other reading readi-

ness skills. His progress was such that he has now entered the first grade

reading program. A grade one pupil, who was a non-reader in November, was

given a series of activities involving rhyming; the use of initial consonants

and sight word drills. In May, standardized testing indicated that his

reading level_bad climbed to 1.6. A classmate who was having difficulty in

every area of the grade one program also made important progress as a result

of volunteers' efforts. He learned the names of the letters of the alphabet

and their sounds, mastered the sight vocabulary of the pre imer and,

when tested in hay, had achieved a general reading level of r,u as well. He

also learned to count rationally to 20. In the opinion of these .pupils'

teachers, the progress made is so far beyond initial expectation that there

is no doubt that the influence of the parents has been a major factor.

One teacher's summary comment is representative:

"Our program has worked so well that I wonder how 1 managed before it.



. started.' Childreh, of course, have benefited most,of all."

Parents.. The questionnaires completed by the parehis indicated

that their perceptions of the school of teachers, and of their children

and other children had all changed. -Without- exception, these appeared tb

be positivechahges. Many parents reported 6 genuine sense of achievement

as a result of their work in the classrooms,, and all are willing to continue

with the, program next year. Theybelieve that t a 'teachers appreciate

#

their contributions, and.they expressed the hopeth6t more parents will

become involved and increase theeffectivefiess of the school-program.

One parent' attached a letter to .her quef.;tionnaire, It is ,.repro

uced below because it summarizes the'tenor of -the'pareht f.esponses

. - ..

'I.am really pleased to be. a parent volunteer'; l'ehjoy the-

chlldren. I find it is Ha challenge which all parents heed.to bring them

closer "to their children. The. children spend somuch time away from their'

mothers while at school.-and learnsO much that. we tend to become dull

-and. unattached; so if we arelinveil-ved dapywe can .see 'how extensive_ their

. .

education really is Being_a part of the system really helps-_a person

understand their children to the fulleSt.

believe we ..6.9 parent, volunteers are helping t e pupils:and in

return. learningsomething,Ourselves,

Recommendations'

The folloWing suggestions were-culled from the various question-

_ naires:

eers

. Increase-the scopeef the:parental assistance program.
,

2. Provide an inService .training program 11:)Tpotential voluntt

early,lh the school year...



a

p

7

3. 'Increase\the effectiveness of communication, regarding the

operation of the program. Encourage parents Who must be absent to call'.

earlier so that sUitable\arrangcments can be made. Provide more effective

feedbac!: to the dispatcher..

Elmwood S.Chool will have a new principal in September. Many

innovations do not survive a\change-in leadershi. It will be interesting

to w&tch the effect .of leaderOlp change .on th!s instance of educational
. .

inoovation. The involveme.nt by parents and to
: .

benefits to. the children soextensive and -so

aathers is so great and the

cadi,ly apparent that the
,

prognosis appears pos it ive. The program should continue successfully next

year.

a

a
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VOLUNTEER ASSISTANCE IN SCHOOLS: HELP OR HINDRANCE?

Calgary, March 1973

H. G. Hodges

NIAGARA CENTRE

THE ONTARIO INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN EDUCATION

187 Geneva Street

St. Catharines, Ontario

0

For the past five years there has been growing in schools in

Canada and elsewhere a movement that was almost unheard of a generation

ago, the direct involvement of volunteers, and particularly parents, as

assistants in their children's schools. Our own evidence, based on surveys

in the Niagara Region in Ontario, then in Ontario at large, further sup-

ported by evidence from the Unites States, indicates that this movement is

still in the early stages of its grDwth, and will probably represent in

the 1970's the greatest single change., in personnel in our schools. At a

time when questions of teacher-student ratio and restricted budgets come

to the fore in conversations with' school administrators, one cannot avoid

speculating on the possible relationship between volunteer help in schools

',and those other two issues. To date the trend toward volunteer_ help in

\schools and the other two issues are merely running parallel to each other,'

.and one would have a difficult time establishing a cause-and-effect re-

lationship between them. To illustrate this point, we have found in

Ontario that in spite of there being volunteer programs in over th'r'ee

thousand schools, none of these schools contends that there has been any

.-causal relationship between changes in either budgets or teacher-student

ratio and their volunteer programs. Therefore one might contend that

_volunteering in Schools represents the first major innovation in schools

in recent times that has had no rela +ion whatso er to school budgets, and

yet may have an important bearing on the achie ment of the school's

objectives.
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The question of whether volunteer helpers in schools are in fact

a help or in reality a hindrance is itself a,complex question, particularly

if one is prepared to evaluate the question in terms of the effects upon

a number of different groups of people associated with the school. If one

were to evaluate volunteer programs only from the point of v'ew of

principals, one could probably in many instances conclude that because of

issues such as confidentiality, extra work for the principal, problems in

irregularity of attendance, insurance, legal considerations, questions of

public relations, etc., the whole matter might be regarded as at least a

nuisance. To suggest this possibility is not frivolous, because in our

earliest surveys of volunteer programs in Ontario schools we found that

evaluations were done mainly and sometimes solely on the basis of the

)rinciOalls evaluation based mainly on his own needs. Further evidence

of thiS comes from a recent survey of principals in which we analyzed the

questions that principals asked about volunteer programs; of 140 questions

posed by principals 50 per cent had to do with problems of the principals

themselves, related mostly to security, public relations and legality. The

second largest category of questions had to do with teacher security, and

the third with questions of implementation. Only the smallest handful of

questions related to benefits to teachers and benefits to parents, and

of 140 questions only one related to evidence of student growth or student

gain! Again, if ore asks the question, "help or hindrance?" only in terms

of teachers' concerns one is likely to conclude in many cases that vol-

unteer programs are detrimental, because many teachers no doub find that

problems of personal security, extra work, problems of organizati , fear

of other adults in the classroom, fear of losing control of the class,

fear of volunteers being less competent than themselves, and other such

matters may lead them to conclude that volunteer assistance is in fact a

detriment. Such - points of view obviously neglect consideration of the

effect of volunteer programs on the volunteers themsel Aas, whether they

be parents, elderly people, other adults.from the community, students from

community colleges, teachers' colleges and universities, artists and other

professional people in the community, or secondary school ,students. Even

more important,'evaluations of volunteer programs thafi-are confined to the
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views of principals and teachers very-often,neglect the ultimate question

of whether volunteer programs In fact enhance:.. fudent growth.

The question then of help or hindrance must be determined.op the

basis of the potential benefits and disadvantages to at least .feur groups

of people -- the principal, the teachors, the.volunteers and the-students.

Furthed, one must consider how much relative weight should be assigned to

the advantages an)d:.disadvanteges for each of these .groups, We are pre-

.pared to contend that no longer can emalLiatons of volunteer programs be

based solely on the attitudes.cf principals and teachers, on the assumption

that what isibest for principals and teachers is by definition. atsb best

for students. In looking further at questions of advantages and disadvantages
.

of volunteer programs there may be value in looking ate broad range of ob-

jectives and outcomes of volOnteer programs in schools, and in the process

considering both the theoretical a,11:1 the researchevidence on the subject.

Our own interest in exploring the. potential of volunteer assistance

in schools:was stimulatecibY-the findings_of the National Survey.0: the

Plowden Committee Report in England several years.ago;.You wifl 'recalf-
. -

that:the'Netionel SUrvey, which conductede correlation study to determine-.

the relationship between. various factors in the youngster's environment,

and his achievement in school,. and Which was based on 3,000 students. in 170

communities,. showed clearly that more. of the:Variation in pupil ,achievement

cap-be attributed to'Thflerences ji't .parental .attitude than to either
r

difference's tnthe conditions of schools r differences in' the Character-
7

istics'eftlomeS- and Communities,- Educators have. long. observed,' and have

had considerable research evidence to establi-ft that parental attitudes ".

relate-strongly.to student achievement,, but it s not until the late 1960's

with the results of 'the PIOWden Committee ieport: subsequent'Studies.in

the United States that we began to suspect the powerf impact of different,

parental attitudes on variations in achlevement.ln schoo . Our.own con-

viction op_ithe matter of altering parental 'attitudes, is that ttitudes

are'shaped more by experience: than by persuasion, ana that in th- long Tun

we..shall-prObablyhave.tOprOVide pa rents with-a .diferent set Of exp

iences abdut the-school if we Intend SerlobSiy'te.haye .any. significant.

success Ln enhancing,..improving or.altering'attitbdes,.
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In the.'schools in WhiCh'we have been implementing our general'

model for parental assistance programs we have found marked improvements.

in the amount and forM of communication between parents and'teachers. It

is clear that both parties have important inforMation,,about the ,pupil which

often faits to be exchanged fora variety of reasons:which may inClAide_

time available, lack of trust in the other person,. tormality of presentation,

and the Inclination for most.parent-teacher-interviewa lo flow in one,

direction only.

06 most -important research on the question of the effects .of

'volunteer assistance in schoolS hasbeen'in measuring changes in what

teachers state. are two of the most important'elements of their work in

the classroom, the amount of time that they can spend with each individual

student, and_ the percentage of their ti me that. teachers can give to what

they regard to be the highest level of 'professional' functions' of the class-
,

room.' Our'claim'that these two elements of the teacher's work in.the class-

room are of greatest concern to teachers is supported by the Usual arguments

that teachers give against increasing the student,teather ratio, namely:

that, increasing the number of students-in the classroom reduces the amount

of time that the teacher can spend with each student and also. reduces the

percentage or proportion of time that-teachers can given to what they re-

gard as the most important functions of the teacher.

Our evidence'on this qUestion, then, apparently should be re-'

garded by the profession as being very beneficial. 150 .dayS.of obser-

vation in classobmS using a taxonomy of classroom -functions which provides

a means for indicating the emountof time that:teachers spend not only on

each of twenty7One functibns in the classroom but-also on each of six kinds

of.grouping, including individual attentAop, We found that even in class

rooms where the.teacher contends that there.. is a very high degree Of in

divid u alizatin of the program the average amount of time that the teacher,:

spends in a one-to-one relationship Nriththe typical student is 2-1/3 minutes

per day. In °My:a:handful-Of classrooms did.we find the average teacher-

student contact on an individual basis to exceed 3 minutes, and in a great

many cases it was.in,the range of one-half to One.minute per day. One has

to,',qUestion whether a prbgram can truly be considered to be individualized



with theSe amounts of. direct teacher-pupil contact. This is not to.suggest

that one -to -one contact is the only criterion or element for. ihdividdali.7-

zation:of program, but we contend. that'it must be an important element.

In our study we found that when the 'teacher has even one volunteer working

in the Classroom the amount of/adult, i.e., teacher7plus-volunteer time

spent on one-to-one relationships with students increases by almost four

times. The teacher approximately doubles the amount of time spent with-

individual studentS when a volunteer is in the classroom and the voldteer

approximately matches the teacher's. amount of one-to-one contact, Ob iouSly;

this is an important alteratien i.n the dimensions of .individualization re-
. . .

sultina from the ;presence Of a volunteer, bdt r am not prepared to sug est

that this comes anywhere close to satisfying the need fora greater a un+.

of one-to-one.individuai attention, partiCularly if we are going to aiv

serious attention to our commitment to provide.a curriculum that relate

to students' reeds, interests,styles,and levels of learning.

The other finding that. we made in our,ObServations.with the

taxonomy had to do with the Proportion of, a teacherIS time spentin those

functions that are considered to be at the upper level... The taxonomy identi7

fies awide range-of functions that include all:observable tasks perfOrmed

by teachers in the classroom. TAn accompanying manual defines the placement

'Of individual'tasks into these,functiens: .After shirt periods.of traihing.1.

we found that we were able to have classroom observers categorize the time

teachers devoted to varibus.:tasks into their respective_ functions with an

inter-observer reliability in excess of 90,:per cent,. The-instruMent then

is a useful deviCe for comparing the allocation of teacherS' time On days
.

when yolunteers are present and when they are not present in'the classroom.

in order to deterMfne what ,the professir believet to be the most; prates

sional,.vital or important functiOns of he teacher the taxonomy and manual

were presented to panels of classroom tea hers; teacher educators. and School.

adMinistrators. The individuals in each p.nel were invited to establish

a.heirarchy fbr the 21 functions. We found 'a remarkable leVel of.conoensus

both within the panels and among the, three panels. As_aTesult of this

concensus task we concluded that theiprefession.believeS that both forms.

Of planning,' both forms of motivation, the initiationand.consOlidation of
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of new [earning, and maintaining theclimate'for learning'in the cLessroom

are considured to be the most important seven functions. These seven

Junctions were classified as LeVet I functions. . Similarly we.wereabl

set forth the severL*unctions in Level -..2 and in .Level 3. Considering the

high degree of consensus. among the referees, and in fheebsence of any

absolute. standard of importance of. functiOns, we reaardhe heirarchy,

established as a reasonable standard for judgno the.signifiCante of alt

ations in. teacher time.

Working with:the teachers in three schbolt we established the

Stability of the distribution'of.teachers' time in regular sessions a2/d.

after a prolon',,ed series,ef'Visitt began to doCument the amount of time
/given to each of the functions in regular sessions acid in 'sessions when

regular` Volunteers. .,-Ire present in the classroom. Some of the-conclusions.

of the study. show impOrtant effects of_the presence of vounteers. The .

most important outcome was thetwhen. even a single volunteer was present

teachers *peered to make 6 patifral transfer ofrtime so that- an ad/ditional
/

21 per cent of theft time was transferred from lowerlevel flinctiOns to: Level I

funCtions: We found that it regular sessions, in spite of their position,

In the.heirarchy'only percent of teacher time wasel'Iocatedi o Level I

functions. .ThiS figure rose to 40 per cent on the days wherrvolAinteers were

present. This transfer of tiMe; of-an.addltional 21 per cent .to Level r

'ftnctionSyroUghly parallels-the findings Of the famous-Bey City Study of

.paraprofessionals ip which it was feund that the teacher who uses .a para

professionel transfers epproximately23 per,. Cent of hiS.'or her time to

additional LeVel- I tasks. .We also found that the amount of time the

_teaChers-spend -onLeVei 2-tasksi; which include-edding contenftostructure,

diagnotis and;prescription, active supervisiOn, the designng of test in

struments, consolidatingcontent,'remediel teaching and the interpretation

.of scores was not greatly altered as a result of activities in

the.C'lassroom. Only two of theteectivities showpc. nerked. reductions,

namely active supervision and consolidating content. incidentally, these

two-functions include some of the largest allocations, of volunteer7WOrk in

the alastroom and are the two greatest cOnsumers'of teacher!: tithe. ftfel.L.,

thatthe.greatett amount of transfer-tqLevel'i lunCtions.was from



Level 3.functions. The amount of teacher time. spent in Level 3 functions

is reduced from 25- to 10 per cent when volunteer7he4p_is at hand., .

,Some Other more specific obsOrvations.-concerning allocatron-of-

teacher time indicate the possibilities of improving instruction in the

classroom. drathatiCally by .helping teachers deliberately to reorganize:the'

allocation of theirtime., For example, we found that in, spite of the high

ranking given. to the initiation. of new mental. structures the average.teacher

was devoting only three per cent of his or her time to.thiS function, Other

.0servations'were even more startling. We.fOund, fOrexaMpl., that the '

average teacher spends more time on consolidating- content, i:e., dr:Hi and

review, "and takingup work, than is spenten-the total of the Level J.

functions. Similarly alrbst'as much. time is spent on active supervision

Yin regular classreoms as IS spent. on the total of-the.LeVe1.1 'functions.

. More7time is spent on pasSiive supervision than on any two Level I functions

combined. These observatiOns concerning' the typical, allocation of.teachers'

time suggest that there ar, manyactivitieSof the teacher that with 'effect-Nib.-

-:volunteer help and additioral organizational experience and training on'the

part,ofteachers, could ba1assigned to other personnel' in orderthat teachers
.

could spend.an intreasing-amount. of their time on those_functienS that are:

truly. professional and whic relate most :strongly to student growth.

:cidentallyi.our,findings pnLfhe.typicaLallodationsof.teaCher:time.run

parallel to the,finclingsof Hills6m.reported in 1'08 new book' The Teacher's Day.

Usina,a.somewhat different!taxonomy,',H.11lsum found that approximately 26

per cent of the typical teacher's day was spent on all types of instructional

tasks, 40,percenton organIzational and preparatory work, and 34 per cent

on.clerical-and mechanical duties_ and_sfupervisjon.

L
L

e

The evidence in .r,studie5 concerning-the! transfer of teacher

time invites, naturally, the, question of how the volunteers allocated their

time among the various fOnCtiohs .in the.ctassroom. WeAound ,:that the .greatest

deployment of volunteerme was in non:,skilled technical tasks, with large

,amounts of .time also given over to activities that were 'representative of

the functions entitled Consolidating content and active superviSion.. The

most common single task perfOrmed was listening to students read whiCh wart

included in 'the; function lice4olidatihg content L.Iprisingly. enough



eight per cent of the Volunteers time was a,-1-ually spent in Level I functions,

mostly in: the areas of specific planning and \specific motivation..

In view of the effects of velUntee help, as docOmented in our

study,. on prOViding for-Individual attention the classroom. ancron the

redrhac.atTonalf. teachertime we contend that 'v kunteer.help.in.tchools it

not only an interesttng.ihnovation in the school bUt may itself become the

catalyst for other innevatiVe practices, in th
\

many schools !n which we

work we find no scarcity of good ideas about inn vations on thepert of

the teachers. A!.most every teacher. is abl,3 to ientify a -number of organi-

zational or Curricular changes. that Would.improve.the program of the class-

room or school. :When:tested on-the constraints that -are preventing these

innovations from being practised most teachers poin\t to problems of, teacher

time or teacher manpOwer. Considering the number ef,velunteers(avajlable
.

.

.in most. communities, aleng with the ev idence that. Hie. have collected.cen-

cernihg pOstible-effects of volunteer work in.schoo\s, we believe that ,

, volunteering may itself provide a means:of:closing the teacher -time and

manpower gap in schools. .-' .

Our initial interest, that of the possibld alteration of parental.
.

attitudes has.provenilvte a somewhat difficult ono to access accurately.- In

all our:evaluations we:haVe-treated the quest* of changes in :volunteers'

attitudes as one of the-Most important elements. 'We.* able to say that

almott without exception our instruments indicate an'Oteration and im-
_

proVement in parents' statements about their attitudes,\ To what degree'.

parents are ablo to: present deliberately 9-ffOre :Favourable picture of
,

attitudes after a period:of time i n the,scheol is not knTown -to us, but we

beiieve,thatevenitheir inClination_to speak more positi
\

ely about their

own role in'the school and'about their improved percept] n of the school
.

.

.

. i

js interpreted by most teachers as a positive Chan,ge. Thb question of

whether the apparent changes in parents'', attitude have a: frecteffeet on

theAmproVemeht of their own children's achieVement in school is as:yet'not

adeqUately. evaluated. In schools wherewe have compared t e changesin

achieveMent on the part of students of.velunteert. and child on of non-vol

unteers.we can find 'no,clear. distinctions,bUt, as :stated.a length later in

this address, significant:but similarArowth gains were 1-PC0 ded for 'both,
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- groups. It seems probable that the changes in achievement wil I have. long-

term rather than short-tent characteristics, and prebably will'be reflected:

more in the affective than in the cognitive areas. In-view of the relative

weakness of instruments used to evaldate the affective domain in schools

We are at a loss as Yet tvestablish.clea0y the effects. of improved or

apparently improved parental attitudes on their own children's achievement.-..

On the Other hand, we have increasing amounts of pOsitive infor-

mation concerning the improVement of parents' insightsa.bobt the school and..

about learning. Many of the parents can both deseriboand demonstrate it-.

provements in their skills as parent-teachers. Most of them express greater

understanding and appreciation of.the wide range of,tasks perforted by the

teacher. --Many parents remark on the diversity of needs'4.that must be met

in classrooms. An increasing number .of parents become involved at hote in,

school-related, instructional tasks. _In fact our centre prepared theiparents

manual which some of'yoU have examined as a means Of providing for parents.:

of primary children opportunities to:instruct their youngsters in school

based curricula at home. Weadvis'eparenta who use this manual to work on

a one-to-one basis with their child for approximately ten minutes 'a day.

This seems like a minimum amount of time, and.one would question whether it

could be expeefedto_hava any important effects, until onOconsiders.'that 10

minutes
,
a .day at-home actually_more than quadruples, the amount of.adult7

child direct ono-to-one contact during that day:

T6rning now to our broader range of volunteer programs,, I mutt.

.state that our firs efforts injmplementing.aAeneral model for a compre7

hensive Volunteer pr gram several years agoWas in a very limi-ted number

of schools in Which-we worked closely with the staff to explOre.,oalter

and implement the:plan. The general mOdel,.. which is available. on request

from the Niagara Centre. of 0.I..5..E., has now been applied in a very large

number of schools inthe province,

Following the testing of the general model we became involved in
, .

.
. .

a number of special extensions and adaptation's of the model, each designed

to' test its potency in meeting particular school needs. 'Some Of-:.these:,

ad4fatiOna.would:be applicable in'almpst any SchOoj: whTle'Othersmay be

of value in-only. a, limited number of:environments,
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At Fessenden Public ;chool in Ancaster the teachets considered
,

theirpriMe need. to be opportunities to meet together for curriculum de-

velopment. We assisted themLin developing and adapting a volunteer plan

designed to give the teachers two' hours per week for.regular curriculum

development). We'had no difficulty in recruiting'farYmore people than were

:required to provide for tine supervision of classrooms that would be es-

sent iar fOr this program.to_operate. gost of the concerns that we all had

initially proved to.be groundless. Parents
. working alone or in twos.or threes

\ -

quickly bet* effective classroom superisors, 'Discipline problems that

were anticipated simply did,not materiali in most classrooms. Teachers

.quickly learned to reorganize their own time and:tohelp pupils define tasks

,that they could work on.during the periods of parent supervision:. By the

midpoint of the initial year the staff had successfully implemented its

.program,te.that they could engage on a regular'basisduring, school time in

curriculum development. No loss in students' growth patterns came to light

in the evaluation of. the program,

The staff of St. Daniel's .Separate School Hamilton showed con-
.

_
cerh, about the needsjor identifying.and meeting the needs'of a rarger---

numberbf youngsters with Special education problems and at the sometime

fer-integratin these students into the regular prOgram of the school.' This

school aLready.had aSucCessfUl comprehensive volunteer program. We :found

__that it was relatively easy to alter this program to meet the needsAin

speCial education defined by the Staff. Thaprincipol.and the. specHital :\

education teacher were in Charge of the broad design of the program. Vo1-

unteers assisted in a number of ways if' relieving teachers. for time to

prepare pupil profiles, and to provide the special education prograM with

the drill, review and other fOrms:of consolidatiohthat actually represented

the major.port.of the teacherrs.work with..the special education.students.

In ,the process of developing thiS-program teachers ideptified-alMost.three

times as many youngsters'requiring:special: education prcgraMS.as in the

previous year .The'arrangements for special-education on thepartofthete

youngsters were so'.Well inteorated into the school program.thatMany'of the

parents were quite'.Unaware of theexistencasof such programs within the school.

fn.particularthe-stigma ottached.to special education seemed almost completely

to disappear..
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The most radical 'adaptation' of our g peral model pas applied in

Victoria Public School, an inner city school in.St:. Catharines. Bearing

in Mind the changes in individual.attention and inl\the ellocation of teachers'

time to various levels of functions described earinar, we Wished to explore

the outer oxtremes of this tendency. In order to explore this question we

recruited and assigned twenty-five Volunteers to workNwith one teacher in a

regwlar grade l-classrbom Those parents worked one half day per week, so

in effect we added 2-- adults.to the classroom at any pi-II-tin time; imother
2

words the adult mariP674-er in the tlassroom was increased from I to 3
i

per-

,Sons. -The program was carefully monitored with control classes and pre-.
. \

andpbst-test.results for the more. important slated objeCtiyesef the school.

In addition to adding the manpower to the classroom we deliberately assisted
\

the teacher in identifying the important functions in the clasSroom and of

learning'to-reerganize.het:time so,. that she was working most of he time

at those functionswhich related most strongly to pupil growth. the teacher

tried out various strategies for the reorganization of. the tlassroem and
.

found that the most effective Way of communicating to'the volunteers:and

at the same: time ensuring'that-students wore 'working at their level-Of readi-
,

neSS was to have an individual "pupil progress bOok.inwhich she wrote

assignments each day that volunteers wore to carry out with the individOal

--studentsand in which the volunteer would record Statements of 'the indivi\ \dUal's

'progress. Toward the'end_of:the.year anobservation.of the allocation of ''the

teacher's time: lndiCated that she was tpendinTepproximately 80 percent of,-

her-time on thre5 main functions, organizing the cor inalriirfor-learning .

determining the student readiness, for the "next p ase in the continuum and

initiating the new concepts that the pupils were to learn. Practically

other activities of the\classroom weregradually taken over by the volunteers.

These included adding content to the existing mental structures, review, drill,

listening to students -read, marking and supervising arithmetic, he child-

ren with arithmetic problems, passing . out and collecting materials, running

off seatworl< material, etc. The observer team found that the volunteers,

themselveS were engaged over 70 per cent of their time i r, tasks that clearly

were instructional, a surprising outcome in the-lightof my own and Hillsum!s

findings on teachers' limited time allocations, to instruction. The amount

of one-to-one attention that each pupil derived from this program Was in-
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creased many times over the usual situation; at times the increase in in-

divicp1 attention was greater than ten-fold.

It is perhaps,not surprising to learn, then, of remarkable increases

in student growth in such a program. The evaluation of student growth in

this adaptation is documented in our report entitled Using Volunteers in

Schools. The graphs show that the youngsters made dramatic gains over the

control classes it all of the measured objectives, with the greatest gains

made by children in the middle of the class. Tfie average gain of the class

in reading comprehension was 2.0 years with somewhat lesser gains in other

important'subject areas. An independent study was made the patterns of

growth that could ba attributed to the culture and it was found that the

pupils grew only .6 years in those elements that were attributable to the

culture at large. One, would be hard pressed to find another classroom in

Ontario that has documented the kind of growth gains established in this

program. Considering the ial-uration of volunteers In this classroom and

the amount of external leadership given one has to ponder whether such a

radical adaptation could be implemented in many or most classrooms. However,

a modification of this program, with a reduced number of volunteers in the

classroom and with some broad attention to in- service developments of

teachers which relate to reorganization of teacher time should be possible

in a large number of schools-.
. Another major outcome of such an adaptation

may be radically altered expectations or perceptionS of the rate of student

growth when enriched instructional patterns are provided. Incidentally, the

pupils in this classroom not only grew more rapidly in stated school obieetives,

but received instruction in additional curriculum components, including a

number of the strands in our centre's primary thinking program.

Another of the adaptations that we have explored involved the

possibie use of a corps of parent volunteers working with the entire primary

division-of a school in order to enable the staff to regroup all pupils at

the primary level in the language arts program in keeping with the readiness

level of the student. Obviously such a plan calls for additional time for

teachers to be able to work together on program planning, regrouping and

frequent evaluation. Also needed are large blocks of additional adult time

to help individual students with the language arts program, and in particular
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with oral reading. Our attempt tc apply this adaptation in a primary solcbol

has met with something less than complete success. We were able to recruit

a large number of parent volunteers, but the staff has shown an Inclination

to use their services for a wide range of general supportive assistance

rather than allocate the additional adult time tc their original commitment

of integrating and irdividuaiizing the language arts program. We interpret -

this weakness in the study as evidence of a fairly low commitment toward the

goals of the project and not as evidence that the volunteer program is in-

capable of meeting this special adaptation. It is our intention to try this

adaptation again, this time with the staff of a juniOr school who have

already identified the need for integration of the language arts program.

We believe that the volunteer program has the capability of providing the

two additional resources needed for the successful integration of the

language arts program in either a primary or a junior division.

In Ontario schools the have been relatively few attempts at formal

approaches to differentiated staffing. We contend that a plan for differ -

entiated staffing should include one level for volunteer work. We have

been working closely with the 5taff of a secondary school which has broken

the traditional line-and-staff organization and has eliminated the position

of department heads :n subject areas in favour of three deans'who work with

the principal in administrative leadership and are supported by the team of

teachers, a ,group of paraprofessionals, and a broad corps of volunteers.

Our interest in this. model is to develop a system for describing the range

of functions performed by each of the levels and to determine the proportions

of time spent in each functionby each group.

In order to deal with some of the administrative and political

aspects of bringing in a major innovation such as a comprehensive volunteer

program we are working with six principals in one county in a plan which we

entitle a League of Innovative Principals. We have found that by sharing

ideas and responsibilities the principals themselves feel more secure about

establishing volunteer programs. Incidentally, because they,are working as

a team they have been able to /obtain larger proportions of the time of pro-

gram consultants and administrative officials. Simitar leagues would be

useful support systems for other kinds of school innovations.
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Innovative practices-usually attract large numbers of visitors. A

recent change in Ontario regulations Frovidet every teacher With up to twelve

days for professibriell development and.we foresee the I.jkelihood that some of

our more prominent volunteer programs will'be swamped with visitors in the .

year or two ahead. In.orderto provide lighthouse situations which will in-

fluence the rest of the staff in, the particular school andin the juritdic-
,,

-Hon, aswell as provide opportunlfies for visilinqteachers,wet are helping

one school system to establish thirty lighthouSe classrooms for volunteer'.

work. These thirty 'classrooms w i 1 1 all be in one county, and each classroom
lb

will have at least ten volunteers,'6ach workinn-ohe-half day per week. In
.

other .words in oach ciesS.-ream wo will in effect have doubled the 'adult

manpgwer. Incidentally; in the jurisdiction in question; Halton, a suburban

,county.between Hamilton andToTontO;--a-large--geale approachto volunteer

programs has been conductedin the past year with the result that the

.county now has over; 1,600 parent volunteers working on a regular basis one-
..

half day per week.. This part of the volLntoer program alone thus adds the

equivalent. of 160 fulktime'workers to the school- staff in the county.

Mott-of our own studiet of volunteer assistance.have started with

parent 'volunteers for:the reason given earlier, namelythe evidence,.in the

Plowden Research Study indicating thecerrelatiOn between parental. attitudes

and student achievement. However, any system which wishes to explore fully,

the role-of volunteerS,.in its schools. must'identify, many other, polls of

talent including 'students, at h i.gh sehoolSend UiaiVertities eflderlypopsle,

people in the profession's, arts and butiness, and others 'In, one of*our

projects lb.the'past yc,ar. we have bogun to exploro tho pOssibl-o' use
\

secondary school students as volunteers in nearby elementary schools. This

project ,involves: three difforentplans, ',In ono of them the high, scholia! stu-

dents identify the kinds of servi:ces they'WoUid be willingJO NOlunteer to

the. .local elementaiy schoolsy :ad the taadhors'Inthe.elomentary schools.,
.

apply'for these,se-rvicet..:L,invanother school;,,requests elementary

schools areposted.and-students: in the -gdcondery_echool apply to meet, the .

'needs IdentifFed,,in.tho,:elemohtary school, In each of these5RT-prom5_,.L___
,

about 100 students from the secondary school in-question assist.-in. 8 or'::10.
.

nearby'elementary schools. IhHmost cases it is required,that the studo-nt'

.negotiate with his teachers for the volunteered time. it is suggested, that
o
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the student endeavour to find relationships between his volunteering and

units of study in one cr more of his secondary school sUbjecik.e:The third

plan for .using secondary sehool students as volunteers takes place on en

exchange 5eeween a secondary school and a bilinguel elementary school. One

of the difficulties of providing high school Oral French programs that will

meet tho needs of bil!egualism espoused by our society is the failure of
a

the culture to provide reinforceeent or the CTZI re:net program. In order

to meet this need and at the seme iime to provide additlehal resources for
A

the teachers and student's in the bilingual elementary school, approximately

50 secondary schoof students of Oral French were recruited to work as vol-
.

unteers in the primary grades of the bilingual school. At the present time

the .secondary school sfueents are communicating in French over 80 per cent

of the tine that they arein the elementary school. We intend to evaluate

the three student volunieer programs in terms t) the advantages to all three

parties concerned, the secondary school student, the elementary school. 4

teacher, and the elemeaterysteerents. On ehe breis of studies done else-

where it is reasonable to suagesT that the greatest gains, particularly in

the affective area, will be made be the'eioiunteeline students.;

Our experiences with_a wideerange of yolunteers.in schools lead us

to Identify three somewhac diffurent ores of volunteer help. Secondary

school students and parent volunteers, particularly in the prima-y grades,

are commonly referred toes regulars because they provide their services on

a structured basis,' usually orieebele Jay per week. Ir general' they work with

the same feacheep- teactets eleeeerform a eimilae spectrum of classroom

tasksk A second corps-of volueteers .end .tile one ;nich historically is of-dest

in useis what ogle call the oe-cal i corps -- persons in.tee community, ueually
o

parents, whc.essist the :Cleo; with specifit short-term needs, either of a

supportive or an instructioral eature. The third pool of volunteers, one
\

which is used most widely in secondary SC001$, whateis termed the Talent
ee

Bureau -- a corps of parents and professibnal and bUsinest 'persons whose

experience, taCkground, ethnic origin, business, artisticlet-prefessional

experience, or some other feature enables then to provide-the sthool with a

"valuable resource. Generally the school ma4ntains a Fite of these persons,

who are then celled on periodically for specific assistance relate;d to the

particular intehlst and competency of the volunteer, A euMber of secondary
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schools include several hundred persons on the Talent Bureau.
/-

Without wishing to deny the very significant contributions made by

the on-call corps and talent bureau corps, or to deny the sI
/

gni icant potenNktial

contribution to be made by a wide range of volunteers, our evi ence suggests

that the potential advantages of parents who serve on a regula basis in

the school, indicate they should receive prime attention in ajiy plan for a

volunteer programin the school.

The title "Help or Hindrance?" causes me to retur once again to

et

some of the problems revealed in v lunte(r programs. 43y fir the greatest

amount-of difficulty with volunteer programs is clearly.ttje result of the

lack Of a comprehensive plan deve oped or implemented by )the school staff,

and in'particular a plan which puts teacher readiness well ahead of recruit-

/

/

ment in both time and priority.

In the long run proba the most serious proplem in volunteer pro-

gramS has to do with a particUl respect of parent and teacher behavior; our

observations indicate that volunteers are even more in lined than teachers
.-0,..

to give students ready answers to questionS instead o cau.. sing the students

themselves to discover these nswers; in the process they deny the very

autonomy and independence intlearning that should be/a major objective of
/

instruction. For this reason and for reasons of confidentiality, attend-

ance, teacher security, etc. it seems reasonable to/propose that one or two

short instructional sessions with volunteers who work on a regular basis
I

should be provided.'
i

Volunteer programs wi I probably continue to appear to be a hindrance

to some teachers, and particula y to those who c 'mot resolve pr4blems of

insecurity or of. lack
1
of organiz ionel training n4 ability. There Is no

doubt that in the tnitial stages lunteer progra actually cause teachers

more rather than less work, becaus a teacher ha to add the organization of%
,

the volunteer's activities to his o her own plahning.Unless the teacher

Is able to learn ways of reorganizin adult ti in the classroom, the teacher

is unlikely to continue to use volun rs. The continuing use of volunteers.__

by almost all teachers in our studies probably iindicates that the teachers

who have made use of this resource, we e alreacly more secure and flexible,

and better Organized than most of their non-pa ticipating colleagues.

1
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We believe that in order to capitalize on the potential long-range

values we must consider three special features'of a plan for a comprehensive

model for volunteer programs in schools which ordinarily would not.be. thought

of by the school staff, or might seem even to run counter to a principal's

initial perception of a volunteer progrm. -Firpt of all, we contend that
.

recruitment should be ds-open as possible in order that we can maximize the

potential for enhancing the attitudes of as broad a range of the parent

population as possible. We believe that selective recrultmentpolicies

which tend to bring into the school only those parents who already have

positive attitudes toward the school or who are already perceived as being

loyal friends of the school, will fail to capitalize on the potential that

we visualize in volunteer programs. Secondly, having argued for open re-

cruitment we would recommend that all those who volunteer be assigned in-

itially to a broad spectrum of relatively low Jew,' jObs in the classroom.

Then,-as their abilities and reliability are demonstrated, they should be

deliberately promoted to more challenging tasks in the classroom, and to

tasks which bring them in-closer-contact 'with individual students. The

basic tcaining is provided as needed by the teacher, so that in due time in

the classroom it is 6bserved that both the volunteer and the teacher areper-
,

forming and sharing a wide range of classroom functions. We believe that the

restricting of volunteers to.a narrow range of low-level supportive tasks

runs coun`.er to thc. best interestr, of a volunteer program. Similarly,'any

formal decision not to permit volunteers to engage in instructional functions

merely sets up a theoretical dkhotOmy that cannot he applied in practice,

and if it could, would deny both the volunteer and the pupil the greatest-

benefits of the program. Thirdly, unless the'volunteer program itself

capitalizes on the motivations of volUnteers ofie.coUla not expect it to

succeed or to have any permanent structa-e. Our studiet of the motivations

of volunteers indicate that there is an important difference betwell their

in .tia,l motivations dnd those that emerge after two or three months in the.

program. initially, much of the motivation for being a volunfeer,in a school

has to do with curiosity about school` programs, and particularly curiosity

about the progress of the volunteer'S own youngsters in the school; with

other volunteers the motivation seems to be little more than faith in the
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statement of the school that volunteer help is required. A few months later%
however.a similar survey of.volunteers' attitudes reveals motivations and

rewards that relate more closely fr, feelings of worth, satisfaction, and

accomplishment, a sense of making a worthwhile contribution, pleasure in

opportunities to work with adults, insights in+o instructional practices,

pride in seeing evidenCe of student growth infl.,enced by their work, etc.

Unless the program permits these types of motivation to be developed,
0

volunteers are not likely to stay. Whimsically we suggest an ideal model for

quietly getting rid of a volunteer,progra should this ever be necessary;

ali the principal would need to do is to eallocate the vodunteers to play-

ground duty and lunchroom supervision. -fte notion that volunteers should

be recruited merely to do the jobs that teachers do not wish to do fails

to recognize the motivations and resources of volunteers. The iong-term

success of the program depends on the principal's ability to dovetail class=

room needs with the motivations of volunteers.
.

As suggested earlier the greatest obstacles to the development and

maintenance of comprehensive:volunteer programs in schools have to do with

the'security of principalS and teachers. However, teachers are aware of

the need to spend more time on professional functions in the classroom 'and

to spend more time with indiviOaf students. Unless we develop plans and

strategies for reducing the obst46e of the insecurity of teachers and

thereby making it potsibie for teachers to accept other adults who will

share in their activities; the opportunity to improve the quality of the

classroom experience for cur youngsters will be denied. Fortunately in

Ontario new regulations from the Ministry and a new policy statement from

.i, the Ontario Teachers' Federation have heaped ,to reduce the insecurity at

official levels. Every*hiree possible should be done at the 'jurisdictional,

and local, school level to extend these intentions into the life of the

school and the classroom. In conclusion, considering the evidence provided

concerning the improvenent of student growth in the short range and the

possibility of improved student achievement in-the long run as areselt of

improved parental attitudes; the evidence of- the natural transfer of teacher

time to higher level professional tasks and the possibility that, with

deliberate
\
attention, much greater efforts in this-direction could be made;
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and at the same time recognizing the fact that there is a vast pool of
. uptapped talent that might not only make a contribution to the school but

might at the same time develop more positive attitudes in the comm4nity

towards the school and improved insights and competencies on the part of

parents and other adults, we are prepared to contend that no school and

certainly no school system can continue to ignore the potential in volunteer

programs.


